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LETTER TO THE MEMBERS

Dear Members,

There is much that the Canadian Federation of Students has achieved in its twenty
years: tuition fees have been frozen in six provinces, modest debt reduction
measures have been taken provincially and federally, and additional improvements
in student financial assistance have been secured. The Federation has been working
to protect the integrity of research and improve the learning conditions of students
from diverse communities. Over the past twenty years the Federation has been
successful in delivering a message both to provincial and federal decision-makers as
well as the broader public. As a result, the vast majority of Canadians support the
goals and aspirations of the Federation for an accessible, publicly-funded system of
high quality post-secondary education.

At the same time, there is growing international pressure on Canada's provincial
and federal governments to move away from the principles of equality of access
and public-funding for higher education.

The result of inconsistent provincial approaches to post-secondary education has
been dramatic. Average tuition fees in some provinces are almost double those of
others. Per capita expenditures on operating grants range from a low of $143 in
Ontario, to a high of $236 in Quebec.

Members of the Federation put these issues into the public spotlight during this
year's campaign to freeze and reduce tuition fees. Students, faculty, and concerned
corrununity members rallied in over 60 communities in all ten provinces on the
Federation's National Day of Action on February 6, 2002. As a result of the
campaign's high profile and emphasis on student involvement, five students' unions
have sought to make their own work more effective by joining the Federation.

While this new growth is in keeping with the steady increase in membership
experienced by the Federation over the past few years, the high number of
students' unions applying for prospective membership at this general meeting is
exceptional.

In the months ahead, the Federation will continue its work to put post-secondary
education in its rightful place at the forefront of the federal government's
Innovation Strategy. Whether it is graduate research or adult basic education, our
message to decision-makers across Canada will be that access to higher education is
a right, not a policy option.

The National Executive is pleased to submit for yOlitconsideration the following
report of the Federation's activity over the past six months.

The National Executive
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CAMPAIGNS AND
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP)

A significant component of the Federation's campaigns and government relations
work is devoted to improving the Canada Student Loans Program (CSLP). In the
previous six months, the Federation has continued to pressure Human Resources
Development Canada to follow through on its commitments made in the 2000
federal election and subsequent throne speeches. This report contains a detailed
description of the advocacy work undertaken by the Federation in the past six
months on student financial assistance.

In addition to reviewing current programme issues, the Federation has provided
input on the HRDC Innovation Strategy paper as it pertains to the CSLP. Knowledge
Matters: Skills andLeamirgforCanadians argues that post-secondary education is a
key component of the so-called knowledge economy. Therefore, much of the
government relations work over the past six months has been devoted to making
the case that the current form of the CSLP is unlikely to meet the goals of access
and skills acquisition set out by IVl0Jvledge Matters.

NATIONAL ADVISORY GROUP ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
(NAGSFA)

The Federation is a member of the National Advisory Group on Student
Financial Assistance (NAGSFA), an independent committee formed to provide
stakeholder input to the federal government regarding the Canada Student Loans
Program.

NAGSFA met on April 22, 2002 to discuss the implications of the federal
government's Innovation Strategy for student financial assistance. Mark Hopkins,
the Director of strategic policy for the Skills and Learning Task Force) presented
Human Resources Development Canada's (HRDq ideas for meeting the goals
laid out in IVlOJvledge Matters. Namely, the government of Canada endeavours to
work with provincial governments to increase the amount employers spend to
train employees) to improve the recognition of immigrants' education credentials)
and to improve accessibility to colleges and universities.

From Hopkins' presentation, it Was clear that the federal government's intentions
to improve accessibility are focussed on part-time studies. The Federation has
been actively lobbying for changes that will increase access and reduce the debt
burden of part-time students. For example, subsidising part-time study by having
the federal government pay for the in-study interest accruing on part-time student
loans has long been a Federation campaign demand.

In advance of the meeting, a discussion paper outlining proposals for reforming
the part-time Canada Student Loans Program was circulated to NAGSFA
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members. Under current legislation, eligibility for
the loan depends on gross familyincome, adjusted
for familysize. A single student must make less
than $26,100 per annum to qualify for a loan, and
a married student with no childrenor single
parent with one child (two person household)
must earn under $34,800. To qualify for Interest
Relief, household income must be less than
$19,620 and $30,600 respectively. The Canada
Student Loans Program also offers a grant for
those with high need, known as the Canada Study
Grant (CSG). To qualify, household Income for
singles must fali below $14,100; $23,300 for a two
person household. The CSG is allotted in
amounts up to $1,200 per loan year. Both the loan
portion and the grant are assessed to cover
educationalcosts, unlike the full-time CSL, which
also considers living costs.

The discussion paper highlighted a number of
interesting trends in student financialaid and part
time study. For instance, 2,789, or more than half,
of public part-time loans are distributedto
students studying at private education enterprises.
In the latest year for which figuresare available
(1999/2000), Alberta and New Brunswick
students together account for over 60% of the
loan recipients. Students in British Columbia
accounted for more than 55% of recipients of the
high-need part-time Canada Study Grants.

NAGSFA members were presented with four
proposals for restructuring part-time CSLs. The
first option was a grants-only approach, whereby
100,000 students could qualify for a $3,000 grant.
The other three options are variations on a grant
loan mix, where the changes include either
elevating the maximum earning threshold, or an
in-study interest subsidy. The Federation willbe
submitting an outline of its vision for an
improved part-time Canada Student Loans
Program.

Federation representatives raised concerns about
the remaining deficiencies in the Debt Reduction

In Repayment programme. CSLP officials
acknowledged the weaknesses of the program,
but noted that any changes would likely be
introduced in the next federal budget or
independently as a "package of four." The
"package" refers to the four highest priority faults

with the existing Canada Student Loans: Debt
Reduction in Repayment, in-study earnings
threshold, access to relief measures for borrowers
in arrears,and CSLP designation for convention
refugees.

DEBT REDUCTION IN REPAYMENT
PROGRAM

Over the past eighteen months, it has become
increasingly clear that the Debt Reduction in
Repayment Program (DRR) has been completely
ineffectual. DRR was Inttoduced In the 1998
federal budget, and vowed to relieve student debt
by helping those who are having difficulty
repaying their Canada Student Loan. After
exhausting 54 months of Interest Relief,
successful applicants are eligible to have half their
debt or $10,000 forgiven, whichever amount is
less. Wben the 1998/1999 CSLP audit was release
in the summer of 2001, it reported that DRR was
ouly applied to 44 loans. In the 1998 budget, the
goal was set at 12,000 per year. In the preliminary
reports for 1999/2000 and 2000/2001, DRR does
not show much improvement. Federation
representatives have been repeatedly lobbying for
the eligibility requirements to be relaxed, and the
2001 report of the Standing Committee on
Finance also recommended a review of the
program. Yet following the 2001 federal budget,
the programme remains unchanged.

On March 6,2002, the Federation wrote a press
release on the gross underachievement of DRR.
The release outlined the fact that the programme

is ouly helping approximately 4% of the borrowers
it was intended to assist. The Federation's release
also detailed the problems with the Income tables
used to determine eligibility and pointed to the
Department of Finance's intransigence on
changing the tables. The release was successful in
garnering a story by Sue Baileyof the Canadian
Press that was picked up nation-wide. In the story,
HRDC officials were forced to admit that the
programme has been a failure to date.

In the coming months, the Federation will use the

federal government's consultations for the

Innovation and SkillsAgenda as a platform for
continued lobbying for substantialrevisions to the

Debt Reduction in Repayment Program.
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MEETING WITH DIRECTOR GENERAL
DAVID COGLIATI

On February 27, 2002, National Cbairperson Ian
Boyko met with the Director General of the
Canada Student Loans Program, David Cogliati.
The Federation called the meeting to discuss the
development of the Council of Ministers of
Education-Canada (CMEq task force on student
debt that Cogliati co-chairs. The task force has.

according to Cogliati, been directed to discuss

income-contingent loan-repayment schemes.
Although the task force has not broached the
issue of income-contingent loan-repayment

schemes yet, it has briefly discussed the
misdirected funds used to support the Canada
Education Savings Grant (CESG). The provincial
representatives on the task force have also agreed
that increasing transfer payments from the federal
government is an important step to funding

students.

Cogliati reported that the task force's current

composition is too narrow because provincial
ministries of higher education are over
represented. In Cogliati's opinion, the task force
will be more successful if it expands its
membership to include MPs and civil servants
from the Department of Finance, Indian and
Northern Affairs, and Human Resources
Development. These structural issues have
prevented the task force from productive and
wide-ranging discussions about student financial
assistance.

Cogliati was clear that HRDC was anxious to
broaden the number of people eligible for the
Debt Reduction in Repayment programme, and
expected to see changes prescribed in the 2001
federal budget. DRR's absence from the federal
budget could be attributed to increased security

spending, but it is likely to appear in an
announcement in the coming months, or as late as
Budget 2003. Cogliati also suggested that the next
announcement could also include a limit increase
for in-study earnings and a concession for part
time students. Boyko expressed the Federation's
desire to see the federal government pay for the
in-study interest accrued on part-time students'
Canada Student Loans, as the government does
for full-time students.

EDULINX SERVICE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON

STUDENT LOANS

National Chairperson Ian Boyko attended the

Council's first meeting in Mississauga On February

8,2002.

At the request of the Federation and other

stakeholders, Edulinx Corp. estahlished the

advisory council to review the performance of the

service provider in Canada Student Loan

disbursement and collection.

Edulinx representatives used the opportunity to

present performance statistics for the second term

of disbursement.

A copy of the public-private partnership

agreement between Edulinx Corp. and the federal

government was requested, however, attempts to

secure the agreement were unsuccessful.

The contract includes built-in performance

incentives that have never been made public.

Neither Edulinx nor the federal government will

disclose whether or not all targets have been met.

MEETING WITH PETER ADAMS, MP

CHAIR, GOVERNMENT CAUCUS ON POST

SECONDARY EDUCATION

On April 8,2002, National Chairperson Ian

Boyko met with Member of Parliament Peter

Adams, Adams chairs both the Standing

Committee on Human Resources Development

and Persons with Disabilities, and the

Government Caucus on Post-Secondary

Education and Research. Boyko raised the issue

of the Debt Reduction in Repayment program's

complete failure to operate as intended.

Adams seemed genuinely surprised to hear that

DRR has helped only 0.4%, 1.2%, ~nd 4% of its

target in its first three years of operation. He

suggested that the Federation join him in
advocating for a pamphlet to be added to the next

federal budget, as a post-secondary education and

research supplement, as a method of soliciting

attention to those issues.
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Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and
Development
In December 2001, National Researcher Michael

Conlon attended the inaugural conference of the
InstitutionalManagement in Higher Education
(IMHE). IMHE is a direct affiliate of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD).

The OECD, a policy think tank with 30 member
countries, established the IMHE in order to playa
greaterrole in shaping and monitoring policy
trends in post-secondary education. The OECD
has already issued an influencialpolicy statement
about income-contingent loan-repaymentschemes
and individualised learning accounts. The IMHE is
funded and staffed by the OECD.

OECD membership is limited to countries
"committed to a marketeconomy and a pluralistic
democracy". The OECD employs over 2,000
economists and researchers and is arguablythe
most influential public policy institution in the
world.

The theme of the inaugural conference was
Managing Stt/dentExpectations in a New Era. The
majorityof the participants were university
administrators from Europe. Australia and New
Zealand. Severalnational student organisations
were also represented, aswellas government
officials from OEeD countries. Conference
participants were evenly split on the role of private
education providers in post-secondary education.
The discussion papers prepared in advance of the
meeting advocated a greater role for private
education providers.

However, many participants rejectedthe notion of
students as consumers or clients and argued for an
expansion of the notion that education is a right
of citizenship ratherthana consumer good. The
final communique of the conference dropped all
reference to students as clients or customers.

In response to the rigorous debate throughout the
week, conference organiser Peter Coaldrake,
former President of VictoriaUniversity, Australia,
invited the Federation to prepare a chapter for the
book being produced by the GECD on post-

secondary education trends. The Federation
recentlysubmitted the chapterentitled Goumment
Policy andStlldent Expectations: The Canadian
experience. The book is slated for releasein
September.

Though the editing process for the chapter was
somewhat strained it still contains the Federation's
core message on accessibility and tuition fees.
Although the OECD is largely known for its
support of increasedprivatisation, it has signaled
that it welcomes the Federation's counter
viewpoints to its position. The Federationhas
been informally invited to present this paperat the
next HyIHE conference in September.

Renewing Democracy
On April 25 and 26 the Law Commission of

Canada organised Renewing Democrary, a conference
to discuss electoral reform. National Researcher
Michael Conlon representedthe Federation. The
conference was attendedby academics,
government officials and non-governmental
organisations. The majority of those in attendance
were partof a new coalition called FairVote
Canada (PVC). PVC was founded in 2000 by Judy

Rebick, past president of the National Action

Committee on the Status of Women, and Walter
Robinson, currentpresidentof the Canadian
Taxpayers' Federation. FVC is a non-partisan
organisationand has attracted prominent political
activists from across the political spectrwn. The
mandate of PVC is to replacethe current
parliamentary system of democracy (often referred
to as "first past the post'') with proportional

representation.

Proportional representation is employed in most
European countries and allocates seats in the
parliamentor nationalassembly in proportion to
the popularvote a party attains in nationalgeneral
elections. Severalacademic paperspresented at the
conference arguedthat countrieswhich use
proportional representation have better
representationfrom women and visible minorities.
Proponents of such a system also argue that it
addressesvoter apathy and cynicism by ensuring
that allvotes have a directinfluence on the
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composition of parliament However, the

conference did not directly address the unique

geographical and cultural challenges such a system

would face in Canada. The keynote address of

Jean Marc Kingsley, Canada's chief electoral

officer, pointed out the complexity of changing

the current system.

National Opinion Coalition

In March of 2001 the Canadian Federation of

Students joined the National Opinion Coalition

(NOC) with Vector Research. NOC is a co

operative polling group that conducts four polls

per year. Each partner is allotted several questions

of specific interest per poll and members then

agree upon a broader set of public policy

questions of interest to all participating

organisations. There are several standing questions

on each poll about voting preference and the

position of each of the five major parties. In

addition to the polls, members are kept abreast of

public policy developments and the results of

other major national and international polls.

During the past year the Federation has garnered

polling data on private universities. trade

Iiberalisation, and Registered Education Savings

Plans (RESP). The coalition also has an archive of

polling data that allows members to track the

evolution of public opinion on particular issues.

For example; the Coalition was able to determine

that support for trade Iiberalisation of health care

and education dropped after the Summit of

Americas in Quebec City.

The Coalition also allows the Federation to gauge

public support for campaign demands. The

monthly meetings provide an opportunity to vet

the arguments and wording of our public policy

initiatives with communications professionals.

011December 11 in Toronto. the Coalition

reviewed the results of a poll conducted in

November. The Federation provided several

questions about the Registered Education Savings

Plan (RESP's). In addition to polling about the

programme itself, several questions were asked

about an up-front grants programme in place of

RESPs. Responses to this question were

particularly encouraging, with over 70% in some

provinces agreeing that the RESP programme
should be scrapped in favour of a national system
of grants. The Coalition also completed a
demographic study by socio-economic cohort of
the reasons why Canadians do not participate in
post-secondary education. Not surprisingly, those
at the lowest end of the scale listed financial
resources as the primary reason for not attending.

At its most recent meeting, March 27 in Ottawa.
tile Coalition reviewed the results of the latest poll
which was conducted in February. In that poll, the
Federation asked several questions. Concerning the
10-year prohibition on bankruptcy, 40% of
respondents indicated that they opposed the law;
Not surprisingly, opposition to the law increased at
the lower end of the soci-economic scale.

Respondents were also polled on their reaction to
the Millennium Scholarship Foundation. Close to
70% of those polled thought that the Foundation
was created as a public relations vehicle for the
federal government as opposed to a solution to the
student debt crisis.

The poll results showed high support among
students for mandatory labelling of sweatshop
clothing. The results also demonstrated strong
support for legislative measures that protect public
education and health care from trade liberalisation
agreements. The next poll will be conducted in
June with results available in early July.

Trade Liberalisation

TRADE INITIATIVES RESEARCH PROJECT

On May 6 National Researcher Michael Conlon
attended the meeting of the Trade Initiative
Research Project (TIRP). TIRP is a consortium of
progressive researchers who meet quarterly to
review government trade agreements and the

global literature devoted to analysing and critiquing
global trade agreements. The Federation was
invited to the meeting as a guest with an eye to
potential membership. TIRP operates under the
auspices of the Canadian Center for Policy
Alternatives (CCPA) and is comprised of
approximately 25 members.
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At the most recent meeting, representatives of the

Department of ForeignAffairs and International
Trade (DFAI1) provided an update on the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
negotiations. DFAIT officials outlined the timeline
for the next round of GATS negotiations and
explained some of the technical details of the
negotiations. TIRP membersvigorously
questionedthe officials about Canada's
commitment to exclude public services from trade

negotiations.

TIRP lead Researcher Scott Sinclair cast doubt

over the guarantees offered by DFAIT officials
about Canada's ability to exclude services from the

scope of the GATS. Sinclair's latest project, Facing
the Facts, was commissioned by TIRP to respond to

recent efforts by the Organisation for Economic
Co-Operation and Development (OECD) and the
World Trade Organization (WTO) to undermine
critics of the GATS.

In addition to the GATS, DFAIT officials also
discussed Canada's ongoing efforts to clarify
Chapter 11 provisions of the North America Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

In essence, Chapter 11 gives corporations the right
to sue governments that enact laws or regulations

that diminish a corporation's power to generate

profits. If the company can demonstrate sufficient

damage they are eligible for compensation under

NAFTA provisions. Such provisions have obvious

consequences for government's ability to regulate

and protect public services from private interests.

The meeting ended with an update of current

research commissioned by TIRP. The next meeting

is scheduled for September 30 in Montreal.

Federal Budget 2001

On December 10, 2001, Finance Minister Paul

Martin tabled the 2001 federal budget in the
House of Commons. As in previous years, the

Federation was invited to a secured reading of the

budget in advance of its release. National

Chairperson Boyko represented the Federation.

Boyko was able to secure substantial media

coverage in the following media serum.

RESEARCH

The budget contained a plan to fund the "indirect
costs" of university research. The indirect costs of

research are the additional costs borne by
Canadian universities for incidental and

maintenance expenses associated with research

projects funded by the granting councils and the
Canada Foundation for Innovation.

Though research grants cover the cost of staff and

equipment directly associated with a project, they
do not cover inevitable increases to infrastructure,

utility and physical plant costs at an institution.
Since the introduction of new base for funding

research in 1997, universities have been paying for
these costs out of their operating budgets. The

Association of University and Colleges Canada

(AUCq, the organisation representing university
presidents, has argued that universities successful

in attracting research funding are penalised by

these extra costs and as a result are forced to

reduce costs and services in other parts of their
institutions.

The Federation has alwaysmaintained that

research in Canada should be federally funded and
publicly accountable. The Federation also shares

the view that the full cost of research projects

should be accounted for when grants are awarded.

The $200 million in this year's budget to fund the
indirect costs of research, however, does little to

address the overall crisis in access and quality at

Canadian post-secondary institutions.

Funding the indirect costs of research is a small

step toward restoring the damage done by funding
cuts in the 1990s. However, the federal
government continues to ignore the crisis in core

funding for post-secondary education. By failing to
address tuition fees and the student debt crisis, the

2001 budget exacerbates the student debt crisis
and ensures that higher education remains out of

reach for most low and middle income Canadians.

All three of Canada's public research granting
councils were awarded an increase in their annual

budgets. The Canada Institutes for Health
Research (CIHR) received an increase of $7S
million, btinging the Institutes' yearly funding to
over $560 million. Both the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council (NSERq and the
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Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council

(SSHRC) had their budgets increased hy seven

percent. This resulted in an additional $35.6

million for the sciences, and $9.5 million for arts

and social sciences. NSERC's annual budget now

tops $550 million, while SSHRC continues to

operate with less than $160 million.

In the lead-up to the federal budget and again

when Alan Rock was shuffled to Industry Canada,

the Federation recommended that the federal

government take steps to equalise the funding

between SSHRC and the other granting councils.

Currently, SSHRC is only capable of funding

approximately 4% of graduate students in the

social sciences and humanities, and has no

programme to fund graduate students at the

Master's level There is some speculation that with

funding applications on the rise, the percentage of

applicants receiving SSHRC grants will drop,

despite the modest funding increase contained in
this year's budget. Conversely, NSERC is able to

fund over 17% of graduate students, as well as two

programmes to fund select research at the

undergraduate level.

The only gesture to students outside of research

was for students with disabilities. The budget

increased the maximum disbursement for students

with disabilities under the Canada Study Grant

from $5,000 to $8,000. In cases of exceptional

need for costs related to a disability, a new

supplementary grant of $2,000 was introduced

The Federation is pleased with the decision to

increase non-repayable assistance to students with

disabilities, although some concerns linger. Frank

Smith, coordinator of the National Educational

Association of Disabled Students (NEADS),

believes that promoting the increase, as well as the

programme, will be crucial to making the investment

worthwhile for students with disabilities. Currendy,

only about 4,500 students with disabilities take

advantage of the Canada Study Grant.

DEBT REDUGION IN REPAYMENT

Despite an appeal from the Standing Committee

on Finance to review the excessively strict

eligibility requirements for the Canada Student

Loan Deht Reduction Program, the federal

government ignored student debt once more.

The programme, introduced in me 1998 so-called
"Education Budget", pays a portion of a student's
debt if it exceeds a certain portion of net income.
Under existing eligibility tables, less than one tenth
of 1% of those repaying student loans are eligible.
In 1998/99, for example, of almost one million
loans in repayment, only 44 applicants received
relief under this program. Since 1998, the federal
government has touted the programme as the
centerpiece of its response to the student debt
crisis. However, the Federation has been
unrelenting in criticizing this programme and
pointing out that the number of students actually

benefiting from the programme is statistically
negligible.

INDIVIDUAL LEARNING ACCOUNTS

To the credit of the Federation and its coalition

partners, the 2001 federal budget did not allocate

any funding for Individualised Learning accounts.
In the lead up to me budget me federal

government hinted that it would introduce a

variation of Britain's Individual Learning

Accounts. Learning Accounts operate similarly to
Registered Education Savings Plans in that they

rely on an individual's ability to save money. By
emphasizing individual wealth, these Accounts

would not meet the needs of most unemployed
workers, thus not meeting the needs of Canadians
most in need of retraining. If necessary, the

Federation will continue to fight the

implementation of such a flawed approach to skills
training.

Finally, the 2001 budget also re-affirmed

commitments to the deepest income tax cuts in
Canadian history. In the year 2002 alone, Paul

Martin's tax cuts will cost the federal government
nearly 20 billion dollars.

Canadian Consortium for
Research
The Federation is a member of the Canadian
Consortium for Research (CCR). Founded in 1976,
it consists of 22 organisations that represent
researchers in all disciplines across Canada.
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In recent months, the Consortium has made
lobbying for the 2001 budget its focus. Member
lobbyists met with several Liberal MPs, opposition
critics, and key bureaucrats within Industry Canada
and the Finance department leading up to the
December 10,2001 budget announcement. For
2002. the Consortium turned its attention to
lobbying provincial governments in anticipationof
provincial budgets.

In addition. the Consortiumhas prepareda
submission to the Romanow Commission on the
Future of Health Carein Canada. The submission
stressed the importance of a well-funded public
research sector in the future improvement of
Canadians' health.

Millennium Scholarship
Foundation
On November 26, 2001, the Millennium
Scholarship Foundation released the results of
a study conducted by Ekos on the finances and
spending of post-secondary students. These
preliminary results shed light on some startling
data describing the credit card debt of students.
It reported that two in three students have at
least one credit card, and by the age of twenty
three, that number rises to four in five. The
average indebtedness for one card is $900, yet
nineteen percent carry debts of more than
$2,500. This data is the first of its kind in
recent years to track some of the non-Canada
Student Loan debt of students.

Data from the study also yieldsimportant
information about parental assistance. It shows
that there areboth significant levels of students
under twenty-two yearsof age who receive no
assistance from parents, and significantlevels of
students over twenty-twowho do. This is an

important finding becausemost provincialneeds
assessment schemes assume a student under
twenty-twowillgarnersome degree of parental
financial assistance.andnone afterwards.

This fact, coupled with the private debt results,
highlightsa number of seriousinefficiencies and
inequitiesin the existingloan-basedapproach to
student financial assistance. In short, the study

documents a considerable financial need that
outstrips that of CSLP needs-assessment.

This conclusion is a compellingcase for the
reduction of tuition fees and the introduction of a
nationalsystem of needs-basedgrants; however,
others within the post-secondary educationsector
will likely use the demonstrable faults of the CSLP
for theirown goals. Forinstance, these resultswill
likely be added to the growing rhetoric about the
need for lifting the capson student borrowing
amounts.

The elimination of borrowing limits has always
been a component to both full-scale deregulation
and income-contingent loan-repayment schemes.
The Federationwill haveto remaindiligent in
using the issue of unmetneed as an argument for
less debt. not more.

InJanuary 2001 the MSF announced that
approximately $1 million would be invested in a
research projecton accessibility. The money was to
be distributed to academic and non-academic
researchers to complete specific projects approved
by the MSF board. In order to launch the project,
the MSF brought researchers from the post
secondary educationcommunitytogether for a
meeting in Ottawa in February 2001.

The project was designedto first assess the
research gaps in the area of accessibilityand the
soci-economic determinants of post-secondary
education. That assessmentwas completed in the
spring of 2001 and two research projects were
funded as a response to those gaps.

The first, completed in fall 2001, surveyed a group

of 65 citizens who had chosen not to pursuea
post-secondary education. The number one
reason given was the prohibitive cost. Despite
these clear empirical findings the MSF issued a
press release claimingthat,in fact, theirresearch
had found that money was not the number one
issue. MSF ExecutiveDirector Norman Riddell
repeated this curiousinterpretation of the dataat
a meeting of the Standing Committee on Human
Resources Development Canada.

The second study was conducted by EKOS and it
tracked the various expense and debt incurred by a
sampling of students. The studyalso providedsome
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preliminary data on rhe number of srudents carrying

credit card debt and the average balance of that

debt.

On April 6 and 7, 2002, rhe Foundation organised

a second and larger research conference to review

the results from the past year and to develop new

studies. This conference repeated the politically

tainted interpretation of the earlier research and

signalled quite clearly that the Foundation sees its

research mandate as arguing for higher tuition fees

and higher student debt. Ross Finnie, Professor of

Public Policy at Queen's University, provided a

keynote address and argued that students would be

content with higher tuition fees. He also insisted,

using data that was over 8 years old, that the

student debt crisis has been exaggerated. Though

he neglected to supply any data to support his

position, Finnie also boldly claimed rhat higher

tuition fees and student debt would not reduce

accessibility.

Finnie's presentation was followed by an even

more empirically weak and politically offensive

presentation from Alex Usher, the Foundation's

Director of Research. Usher followed up Finnie's

remarks by arguing that tuition fees have no effect

on student debt. Like Finnie. Usher used
incomplete and out-of-date data to make the

insupportable case that higher tuition fees would

not cause student debt to increase.

On the whole, the conference was a brazen

attempt to pass off the political views of the MSF

as empirical data. Given the quality of the research
and the politically tainted nature of its distribution

it was also a questionable use of public funds.

The unaccountable nature of the MSF came under
scrutiny when the Auditor General of Canada
Sheila Fraser released a report on government

spending on April 16, 2002. Amongst her remarks
were strong criticisms of the federal government's
propensity to establish "foundations". She

criticised the lack of direct Ministerial authority
over foundations and the resulting diminished
accountability. In an interview on CBC
NewsWorld, she specifically named the
Millennium Scholarship Foundation and the
Canada Foundation for Innovation.

The Federation has long been a critic of arms

length foundations, maintaining that rhe federal
government has been content to trade

accountability for public relations. Post-secondary

education and research have particularly suffered
from the establishment of foundations. The

Millennium Scholarship Foundation and the

Canada Foundation for Innovation were joined in
February by the creation of the Pierre Elliot

Trudeau Foundation in February of this year.

Innovation Strategy and Skills
Agenda
After long delayscaused by the events in New York

City on September 11. the federal government's

Innovation Strategy was launched on February 12.

2002. The Strategy was otiginally planned to he a
"white paper", the most detailed type of strategy

document published by governments. As 2001

unfolded however, Industry Canada changed

Ministers twice, and several irreconcilable differences

of opinion emerged between HRDC and Industry

Canada. The Strategy was eventually down-graded to

a less detailed "green paper" and released as two
documents, one written by HRDC on skills

development and the other hy Industry on

innovation.

The papers' "green" status will provide an

opportunity for the Federation to be more
involved in the implementation of the skills and
innovation program. On March 28, National
Researcher Michael Conlon attended a meeting of
national post-secondary organisations to discuss
the two papers. Though no common strategy was
developed, it was agreed that each organisation
would stress the importance of accessibility in
response to the skills paper and a common
message of investing in public research was agreed
upon for the innovation paper.

The HRDC paper is entitled KtiOlvledge Matters. The
paper focuses on the link between skills and
learning and economic development. The paper

repeats the point that post-secondary education is
quickly becoming the basic qualification for most
jobs in Canada. In addition, the paper outlines the
need for greater integration of course curriculum
with labour market demand.
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KNOWLEDGE MATTERS

KJJolvledge Matters makes a brief and somewhat

vague allusion to the widening gap in participation

rates between low and middle income Canadians.

However, the paper ignores the issue of tuition

fees and the

emerging body
of research that
links increased

tuition fees

with declining
access. On the
whole, the

paper makes

vague
commitments
to improve the
access and
quality of post-secondary education.

Regrettably; however, there is very little in the way of

concrete funding recommendations. The paper also
fails to address the core public policy dilemma facing

Canada's system of post-secondary education:

srudent debt in excess of $25,000.

ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE

The innovation paper is entitled Achieving
Excellence. Unlike the skills papet, Achieving
Excellence has several specific targets that define its
content. The first target is the doubling of

research funding in Canada over the next ten

years. Though a laudable goal in principle, there is
no analysis of the shortcomings of the federal

government's recent trend of pouring money into
Foundations and public/private partnerships to

fund research. In fact, the paper advocates the
creation of more foundations to encourage

research. This approach generally ignores
established venues for research funding such as the
granting councils.

The second recommendation is a doubling of the
number of graduate students over a ten-year

period. A laudable goal in ptiociple, hut the paper

ignores the funding crisisof Canadian universities.
The goal seems out of step with the reality that

the basic infrastructure of Canadian institutions is
in need of repair.

In 2000, the Canadian Association of University

Business Officers released a report that argued that

Canadian universities need at least $1 billion for

urgent maintenance and repairs. Achieujllg Excellence
ignores the issue of core funding and offers no

tangible clue

about how

universities

could absorb a

100% increase

in graduate

students

without more

cote funding.

Finally, the
report
endorses many

of the conclusions of the Expert Panel on the
Commercialisation of Bsseartb. Of particular concern
is the endorsement of the notion that core funding
should be tied to a university'S performance in the
commercialisation of research.

PIERRE ELLIOT TRUDEAU FOUNDATION

The first instalment of the Innovation Strategy
was introduced on February 20, 2002. The

Pierre Elliot Trudeau Foundation will allocate
25 renewable fellowships per year to doctoral
and post doctoral students in the social sciences
and humanities. A handful of renewable mid
career awards will also be awarded.

The Federation produced a media release
stating its objection to research funding's being

misspent on another gimmicky foundation.
Although Industry Canada's announcement was
billed as a commitment to social science and
humanities research, this claim is shallow;
Canada already has a well-established, stable,

and fair mechanism to fund humanities research
through the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council.

The Federation and the CAUT, collectively

representing over 80,000 researchers in Canada,
believe that equalising the funding between the
three granting councils is the only long-term
solution to funding shortfalls.
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Ross Finnie Report on
Student Debt

In November 2001, the CD Howe Institute

published a. study on student loans by Queen's

University professor Ross Finnie. The publication

of this research provided Finnie a public forum

that he used to argue for higher tuition fees and

higher student debt. The paper, despite relying on

stale data and a thin analysis, received front page

coverage in the Natio1Jal Post and coverage in

several other major papers.

In response to Finnie's assertions, the
Federation prepared a response that pointed
out the elementary errors of fact in Finnie's
paper. In addition, the Federation response
countered many of the neo-conservative
assumptions that inform Finnie's view of the
costs and benefits of post-secondary education.

In January, the National Professional Coalition on
Tuition Fees sent a letter to Finnie to invite him to

speak to the Coalition. As a founding member of

the Coalition the Federation sent a strongly

worded letter to Coalition Chair Bill Easton

highlighting the poor quality of Finnie's research

as well as arguing that his political views run

counter to the goals of the Coalition.

Statistics Canada

On Apti124 National Researcher Michael Conlon

met with Larry Orton. Chief of the post

secondary education section of Statistics Canada

(StatsCan). The meeting focused on new initiatives

being undertaken by StatsCan to track student debt

and accessibility. Orton stressed the importance of

StatsCan's new data collection mechanism - the

Enhanced Student Information System (ESIS).

ESIS will allow StatsCan to track students as they

move through the system from province to

province and institution to institution.

In addition, ESIS will allow for a longitudinal

analysis of Canada's system of post-secondary

education that is sensitive to geographical and

socio-economic factors. The old system merely

allowed for a snapshot of participation rates in a

given year. In addition to providing more

information to StatsCan researchers, ESIS will
simplify the collection of data and reduce the

burden on colleges and universities to collect and

transmit data.

ESIS is operational in allprovinces except Alberta.

In Alberta the privacy commissioner has decided to

hold a public inquiry into ESIS in order to evaluate
its ptivacy safeguards. The inquiry called by the

privacy commissioner in Alberta contradicts the
findings of similar provincial bodies across the

country that examined ESIS and found it to be
secure and efficient In addition, it would seem that

Alberta has neglected StatsCan's untarnished record
of security and discretion in the collection of data.

Orton asked the Federation to examine the ESIS
system and, if satisfied, ratify a marion of support.

During the meeting the Federation also outlined

several gaps in StatsCan's post-secondary
education research. In particular, Conlon pointed

to the dearth ofresearch available on community

colleges. Orton concurred that this was a
shortcoming but noted that colleges, unlike

universities, are reluctant partners in reporting data

to StatsCan. Orton also noted that StatsCan did
not currently have the resources to produce more

college-specific research without better co

operation from college administrators. Though
ESIS will help in this regard, Orton stressed it will
not diminish the need for a greater commitment

from colleges to collect and transmit student data.

The meeting ended with a discussion of how the

Federation could direct some of its lobby work
toward funding increases for StatsCan. It was

agreed that Federation representatives and senior
management of StatsCan should meet in the lead

up to the federal budget to formulate a

coordinated strategy.

Constitutional Challenge to
the Bankruptcy and
Insolvency Act

TI,e Federation's challenge to the Bankruptcy and

InsolvencyAct isnow in the finalpre-trialphase. On

December 6,2000 the Federation filed, with the Ontario

Supetior CourtofJustice,affidavits and supporting

materialsoutliningthe caseagainstthe Act
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In late February, the federal government filed its

response material. In its response, the federal

government deposed a single affiant, Katalin

Deczky. an employee of Human Resources
Development Canada. Ms. Deczky's affidavit

offers no substantive response to the Federation's

constitutional arguments against the law; Rather,

the federal government outlines policy measures

undertaken since 1998 such as interest relief and

debt reduction.

In lieu of a defense of the law itself, the federal

government appears to be arguing that these

modest policy initiatives cancel out the right of

Canada Student Loan borrowers to avail

themselves of the protection afforded by the
bankruptcy law.The Federation filed reply
materials to refute the governments' defense in
May 2001.

On November 16, 2001, counsel for the
Federation cross-examined the federal

government's sole affiant. On February 6, 2002
National Researcher Michael Conlon and Saul
Swartz, Professor of Public Policy at Cadetou
University, were cross-examined byDepartment of

Justice counsel.

The federal government has yet to cross-examine

the Federation's affiant, Annick Chenier. When the
cross-examination of Chenier is complete the

matter will be assigned to an Ontario Superior

Court judge. Federation counsel expects a decision

within six months of a judge's receiving the case.

The Federation also continues to lobby the federal

government to change the legislation. The

Federation has written Industry Minister Allan

Rock requesting a meeting to discuss the law; The

Federation is also attempting to influence the

review process Industry Canada is currently

undertaking on the entire Bankruptcy and

Insolvency Act.

Public Education Network
The Public Education Network (pEN) is
comprised of the Canadian Association of

University Teachers, the Canadian Labour

Congress, Quebecois labour and teachers' groups,

and the Canadian Teachers' Federation. PEN
provides the Federation with a venue to exchange

research and organising updates on education

interests within the labour movement.

In the last year, PEN established the Office for

Public Education at the Ontario Institute for

Studies in Education at the University of Toronto.

When fully operational, the Office will act as an
arms-length centre for research concerning public

education. PEN willconvene a meeting with the

Office during the upcoming Congress of the
Social Sciences and Humanities, May 26 to June 1,

2002.

Lately, PEN meetings have been dedicated to
discussing the federal government's

Innovation Strategy papers, Knowledge Matters
and AchievingExcellence. PEN has already met
with Human Resources Development

Minister Jane Stewart regarding the Strategy
and Registered Individual Learning Accounts.

Meetings with Industry Minister Alan Rock

and Peter Larose (Director General of Skills

and Learning) are future government

relations projects for the Network.

Multiculturalism
As a follow-up to the World Conference Against
Racism, the federal government initiateda process to
consult withnon-governmental organisations about

the development of a anti-racistpublic education

strategy. On November 30 and December 1, the
Federation participated in a roundtable chaired by
then Minister Responsible for Multiculturalism,
Hedy Fry, entitled, Ptlbli,Edtt'ation as11Tool toCombat
Racism. The Federation was represented by National
Deputy Chairperson Anthony.

Participants at the meeting identified the need to

develop a strategy based on acceptance of
diversity, not merely tolerance. The Federation
highlighted the need for an anti-racist strategy that
informs allpublic institutions, government

programmes and agencies. Since the meeting in
December, Hedy Fry has been replaced by
Claudette Bradshaw as the Minister Responsible
for Multiculturalism. It remains unclear whether

the new Minister will be continuing with the
project.
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Aboriginal Student Issues

For the last few yeats, the Federation has been

highlighting some of the discrimination that

Aboriginal people, and especially Aboriginal
students, face. In fall 1999, the Federation

produced a "Where's the Justice?" poster that

described a number of unresolved cases in which

Aboriginal people were denied rights. At the May

2001 National General Meeting of the Federation

it was resolved to adopt the British Columbia
'Where's the Justice?" campaign. Accordingly, the

Federation has produced stickers and posters
incorporating the theme. Materials are available by
contacting the national office.

"NO MEANS NO" Campaign
Against Date Rape
The No Means No campaign is widely recognised

and respected across the country and has been

used by many anti-violence groups, teachers

organisations and students' unions. The

Federation's campaign was first developed in 1992

to combat the alarmingly high rates of date rape

on campus and to force college and university

communities to increase their roles in raising

awareness, counseling and treating of sexual

assault. Since its inception, the No Means No

campaign has taken aimat the myth that victims

of date rape are responsible for tjte offences

committed against them. In the late 1990s, the

Federation amended the campaign to include an

increased awareness of date rape drugs.

In spring 2001, the Federation received a $20,000

grant from the British Columbia Ministry of

Women's Equality to expand the No Means No

campaign throughout the province. The Ministry

recognised the long-standing success of the

campaign not only amongst youth and students,

but also in society at large. This grant enabled the

Federation to promote the campaign by

distributing a larger volume of materials widely

and to diverse communities. Following the change

in provincial government, the Federation sought a

renewed commitment to the No Means No

campaign from the newly created Ministry of

Community, Aboriginal and Women's Services.

A grant of $10,000 was awarded to the Federation

for further work on the campaign. This grant will
be used to update the Federation's No Means No

web page, produce additional materials, and deliver

workshops in communities.

No Means No campaign kits will be distnbuted to

member locals at this meeting. Member locals in
need of additional materials should return the

completed order form to the national office of the
Federation.
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CAMPAIGN TO FREEZE
AND REDUCE TUITION FEES

At the May 2001 National General Meeting, a campaign to make tuition fees the

central focus for the year's mobilizing was adopted unanimously. Member Locals
chose February 6, 2002 as the date for a national Day of Action. It was decided

that the campaign would be provincially focused. It was also agreed that the unified

national message of the campaign would be that higher tuition fees are denying

access to low and middle-income students.

As the campaign unfolded, compelling research emerged bolstering the Federation's

case that higher tuition fees ate a significant financial barrier to equal participation.
On November 26, 2001, the research firm Ekos released a report on private debt

carried by students. The report demonstrated that in addition to Canada Student

Loans, students often carry large private debt in the form of credit cards or bank

lines of credit. In fact, Ekos revealed that the average credit card debt level is over

$1,000, and one in five students with credit cards carry more than $2,500 in credit

card debt. This study was the first of its kind to track "hidden" indebtedness not

included in government student loans, the standard measure of student debt levels.

On December 7, 2001, Statistics Canada published a study that illustrates a clear

link between family income and post-secondary education. The study, entitled

Participation in POJtJeC011da1)' Education andFanli!y Income, demonstrated that individuals
from the wealthiest quartile were more than twice as likely to have participated in

university education.

In the weeks leading up to the February 6 Day of Action the Federation
commissioned a poll from Vector Research. The poll was designed to examine why

people do not pursue a post-secondary education. The results overwhelmingly

demonstrated that «lack of money" was the primary reason that people from low

income backgrounds felt prevented from participating in higher education.

Predictably; financial concerns rated very low (15%) for those in the highest income

bracket.

Despite the growing momentum of the Campaign and an ever-growing body of
research confirming that tuition fees are a substantial financial barrier to equal

access, several university presidents, deans, and provincial governments

simultaneously pushed forward with an agenda to download more of the cost of
higher education to students. In the Fall of 2001, the newly elected Liberal

government in British Columbia undertook a massive public relations effort to
undermine the public'S confidence in the six-year tuition fee freeze. In Ontario,
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Queen's University principal William Leggett wrote
a proposal to the provincialgovernment that called
for the complete deregulation of undergraduate
tuition fees at that institution.

A similar plan surfaced at the University of
Toronto, where administrators made public their
vision for law school tuition fees to climb to
$25,000. National daily newspapers frequendy

published editorials devoted to the issue of tuition
fees and accessibility. Without doubt, the Canadian

Federationof Students' fight for accessiblepost
secondary education expandedinto a highprofile
public debate about the future of accessible post

secondary educationin Canada.

On February 6, 2002, thousands of students

across the country mobilized in rallies, marches,
forums, camp-outs, and festivals to freeze and

reduce tuition fees. Print and broadcast media
coverage was extensive and positive. In the wake

of the Day of Action, Manitoba, Quebec, and
Newfoundland maintainedtheirtuition fee freezes,
and significantin-study loan forgiveness measures
were introduced in Newfoundland.

The importance of local-level organising cannot
be overstated. Mobilising the Federation's
membership on campuses while building solidarity
with supportive campus and communitygroups
continues to be the most effective strategyfor
raisingpublic awareness and pressuring
government. What follows is a province-by

province description of the efforts undertaken by
Federationmember locals andnon-members.

British Columbia

In Be, tuition fees have been frozen since 1995
and were reduced by five per cent for the 2001
2002 academic year. There were indications in the
months leading up to the Day of Action that the
newly elected provincial government would likely
increase fees for 2002-2003.

However member locals called for a further
reductionin fees in an effort to protectand further
the increased access to post-secondary education

that had been achieved over the course of the

previous six years.

Other demands included:

an increase in post-secondary education funding;

an increase in the number of fully-funded
spaces;

an expansion of the needs-based, non-repayable
grants programme;

a call to the federal government to restore
federal funding for post-secondary education
and negotiate a national agreement on standards
of qualiry, accessibility and mobility for post
secondary education.

Organising efforts included meetings with local
Members of the Legislative Assembly in various
regions. In addition to local lobby meetings,
Federationrepresentatives met with Ministerof
Advanced Education ShirleyBond, Deputy
Minister Gerry Armstrong and Assistant Deputy
Minister Lyn Tait on fouroccasions prior to and
including the Day of Action to discuss the
Federation's demands.

Member locals workedin coalitionwith partners in
the post-secondary education sectorand
organisations in the broader communityto
highlight the need to maintain access to post
secondary education through reducingtuition fees.
Member locals in Vancouver andVictoria
presented motions to municipal government
seeking support for the campaign's goals.

The Federation, in conjunction with the College
Institute Educators'Association conducted a poll
in late November to determine public opinion on
tuition fee and funding levels for post-secondary
education.The results of the poll show that
British Colombians overwhehningly support the
tuition fee freeze andincreased funding for post
secondaryeducation. In fact, a vast majority was
willing to give up a portion of theirtax cut if it
would help keep tuition fees low and increase
post-secondary funding.

The Day of Action was widely supported
throughout the province by students, faculty
members,workers and concernedcommunity
members. Materials includedpetitions,handbills,
mini boards,buttons, stickers, rave cards, posters,
radio ads, campus paperads, tabloids and fact
sheets.The Federation's website was widely
promoted and updated regularly.
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Students rallyin Victoria onFebruary 6

VICTORIA AND VANCOUVER ISLAND

In the weeks leading up to February 6 the

Vancouver Island locals held a number of events

including panel discussions on tuition fees and

access to education. The February 6 Day of

Action was heavily promoted in the Victoria area

through direct mail, posters and handbills. Despite

heavy rain, over 5,000 people marched through

downtown Victoria to the provincial legislature at

the event organised by the three Victoria area

member locals.

Rally speakers included Be Federation of Labour

President Jun Sinclair, Colleges-Institutes

Educators' Association President Maureen Shaw,

BeChairperson Summer McFadyen,

representatives of First Nations, representatives of

Island member locals, and high school student

leaders. Advanced Education

Minister Shirley Bond declined to

speak at the tally but met with

Federation representatives prior

to the rally.

Members from Locals 61 and 72

traveled to Victoria following a

300-person rally at Malaspina

University College. The Langara

Students' Union sent buses of

students to the event. Locals 44

and 89 won academic amnesty for

University of Victoria students

participating in the event. The

event garnered significant

provincial media coverage.

Following the rally at the

legislature a group of students set

up a camp on the lawns of the legislature calling

for the reduction of tuition fees.

VANCOUVER AREA

Member locals in the Lower Mainland organised

campus-based events to focus on educating and

mobilising students on campus and to generate

news coverage throughout the day.

Local 76 held an on-campus rally at the King

Edward campus of Vancouver Community College

with over 500 people participating. BC Teachers'

Federation President David Chudnovsky,

Vancouver-Mount Pleasant Member of the

Legislative AssemblyJenny Kwan, Vancouver

Community College Faculty Association president

Lizz Lindsay, Be National Executive Representative

Anita Zaenker, and the local leadership spoke at the

rally. Local 76won academic amnesty for students

participating in the event.

Local 5 held a rally in the Sportsplex at Capilano

College before boarding buses to Liberal Member

of the Legislative Assembly Daniel Jarvis' office to

deliver petitions. Over 250 students rallied outside

Jarvis' office in the rain. Vancouver and District

Labour Council president John Fitzpatrick and

local activists spoke at the event.

Local 23 held an on-campus rally at the Burnaby

campus of Simon Fraser University with over 1000

people present. The event consisted of a carnival

and a march to the Administration

building. BC Government and

Service Employees Union president

George Heyman, the local leadership

and local.First Nations' leaders spoke

at the event The carnival featured

different games and booths

highlighting barriers to access.

Local 33 held a rally outside the

Emily Carr Institute of Art and

Design. Stilt walkers, music and

performance art complemented the

day's events. Be Federation of

Labour Secretary-Treasurer Angela

Schira spoke at the rally.

Local 73 held an on-campus rally

and a spontaneous march

through downtown Vancouver outside the City
Centre campus of Vancouver Community

College. Over 200 students and faculty attended

the noon-hour event. Local 73 won academic

amnesty for students participating in the event.

Local 18 held a pancake breakfast and lunchtime

rally at Douglas College. ClEA Vice-President

Cindy Oliver and New Westminster and District

Labour Council representative Carolyn Chalifoux

spoke at the rally. The rally was followed by a

march to Member of the Legislative Assembly

Joyce Murray's office.
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Local 26 held an all-day outdoor event at the

Surrey campus of Kwantlen University College.

Over 350 people actively took part in the day's

events that included music, food, information

tables and speakers.

The Langara Students' Union held a Reduce the

Fees rally in the fall and held a forum on tnition

fees in early January in the lead up to the Day of

Action. Materials, including posters and magnets,

were produced to supplement the Federation's

materials. The Students' Union sent students in

buses to attend the Victoria demonstration after

holding an on-campus rally at 8 a.m. The Langara

Students' Union secured academic amnesty for

studentsparticipating in the event.

A coalition of students and trade unionists also
held a rally outside the Student Union Building at

the University of British Columbia. Over 150

people attended the rally and walked to President

Martha Piper's office to deliver petitions

supporting a tuition fee reduction. BePresident

of the Canadian Union of Public Employees

Barry O'Neill and local student activists spoke at

the event. The event garnered significant media

coverage.

KELOWNA

The Okanagan University College Students'

Association held an on-campus rally with over 300

students present. At the Penticton campus,

students walked out of classes at noon. A march

was also held at the Salmon Arm campus. The

activities at the Salmon Arm campus were featured

in regional news coverage.

KAMLOOPS

In late january; Be Chairperson Summer

McFadyen participated on a panel discussion

organised by the Carihoo Students' Society on

access to education. A rally with over 200 people

was held on Fehruary 6, and Federation materials

were widely distributed.

NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA

Local 66 members and supporters in Terrace and

Prince Rupert held boisterous rallies and marched

to local offices of Legislative Assembly members.

Supporters included memhers of the BC Teachers'

Federation, the BC Government and Service

Employees Union, and local community advocacy

organisations. An on-campus event at the

Hazelton campus involved 70% of the student

population.

Over 500 students in Prince George held a rally at

the College of New Caledonia. The effort was

jointly organised between Local 13 and the

University of Northern British Columbia students'

union.

The students' union also hosted a speaker's corner

where students were encouraged to voice their

concerns about rising tuition fees. The events

garnered significant regional media coverage, in
paxt because the College and University axe located

in Minister Bond's riding.

EASTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA

About 150 memhers at Local 86 at College of the

Rockies in Cranbrook staged a funeral procession

to NILA Bill Bennett's office to mark the "death of

accessible education".

KOOTENAYS

At Selkirk College, students secured academic

amnesty for those participating in walkouts at all
campuses in the Kootenay region. The students'
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I"

action had strong support in this rural community

facing massive job losses, closures and cuts to

services as a result of government cutbacks.

Alberta

CALGARY

Locals 21 and 42 organised an event on February

10,2002, entitled "Post-secondary Education is on

a Slippery Slope." Nearly 300 students from the

University of Calgary, the Alberta College of Art
and Design, and Mount Royal College spent the

day at Olympic Park enjoying free food, music,

skiing, and snowboarding.

EDMONTON

Student activists set up an information table to

raise the profile of user fees in Alberta.

Saskatchewan

During d,e 1999 election campaign, the provincial

New Democratic Party promised to eliminate

tuition fees for first year students. However,

despite this promise, for the last two years, tuition
fees in Saskatchewan have increased by more than

20%, giving the province the dubious distinction

of having the fastest rising fees in Canada. As a
result, tuition fees in the province are now the

fourth highest in Canada.

REGINA

In the lead up to the Day of Action, Local 9,
University of Regina Students' Union, hosted
three forums to examine the state of post

secondary education in Saskatchewan. The first

two forums were tided "The Rise and Fall of
Public Education" and "For Sale: Public

Education;" Students from Local 9 and faculty

members from the University of Regina spoke at
the forums.

At the final forum on January 28, about 100

students gathered to hear the province's Minister
of Post-Secondary Education Pat Lorje, University

of Regina President David Barnard, Local 9
President Mike Farmer, and the Federation's

Saskatchewan National Executive Representative

Roberta Lexier debate the merits of a tuition fee

freeze,

On February 6, over 400 students attended a

noontime rally in support of a tuition fee freeze at
the University of Regina. Students demanded that

the provincial government immediately implement
a fully-funded tuition fee freeze. The rally featured

Radical Cheerleaders, and a series of speakers
including Saskatchewan National Executive

Representative Lexier and National Deputy
ChairpersonJen Anthony, Local 9 Vice President

External JanetJanzen and Saskatchewan
Federation of Labour President Barb Byers. After

the rally, more than 600 faxes were sent to the
Department of Post-Secondary Education

supporting a tuition fee freeze.

Saskatoon
In a media interview following the forum in
Regina, Minister Lorje, dismissed students'

concerns by saying that she lived on Kraft Dinner

and Spam while undertaking post-secondary

studies. In the weeks following the statement,

University of Saskatchewan students sent

postcards stating, "Minister Lorje, Students need
an advocate, not scurvy" to the Minister's

constituency office.

A group of students at the University of
Saskatchewan formed a coalition called Citizens
for Accessible Education to organise student
participation in the Federation's February 6 Day
of Action. A forum on tuition fees followed a
rally attended by more than 200 people.

Manitoba
Provincially-generated fact sheets on tuition
fees, flyers and a newsletter were distributed on
campuses, along with buttons and rave cards
calling for lower tuition fees. A petition calling
for tuition fee reductions, a tuition fee freeze
act, and increased funding was also circulated.

During the lead up to the February 6 Day of
Action. members of the provincial executive
and member local students' union executives
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met with members of the Legislative Assembly,
Members of Parliament and civic officials such
as the members of the Council on Post
Secondary Education; Minister of Finance,
Greg Selinger; Minister of Advanced
Education, Diane McGifford; Minister of
Labour, Becky
Barrett; and
Minister of
Highways and
Government
Services, Steve
Ashton; as well as
other members of
the government
caucus and
opposition.
Meetings with
Members of
Parliament
included: Anita
Neville, Winnipeg South-Centre; Pat Martin,
Winnipeg Centre; and Judy Wasylycia-Leis,
Winnipeg North-Centre.

BRANDON
Petitions were distributed at Brandon
University. On February 6, fifty students from
Local 37 marched to the office of Minster of
Education, Training, & Youth, Drew Caldwell.

WINNIPEG
Local 38 held a soccer match on January 26 to

promote the day of action. Petitions were
distributed to coalition groups, secondary
schools, and post-secondary campuses in
Winnipeg.

Events in Winnipeg included a noon walk-out
and march. Approximately 1,500 students from
across the province met at the University of
Winnipeg and took part in the march. Students
from the University of Manitoba joined the
march, arriving at the parade route by bus.

The route stopped at the Investors' Group
building to hear speeches about the
corporatisation of education. The march also
stopped in front of the federal Excise and
Revenue Building to hear speakers talk about cuts
to federal transferpayments to the provinces.

The paraderoute ended at the legislaturewhere
the rallywas addressed by Local 8 Vice President
Advocate Leah Bannister; Local 38 President and
international student Youness Moustarzak;
Manitoba Federation of Labour President Rob
Hilliard; and Allan Bleich of the Canadian Union

of Public
Employees.
Minister of
Advanced
Education Diane
McGifford
addressed the
crowd and was
presented with a
ribbon of petitions
carrying over 3,000
signatures. A
declarationwas
read to the Minister
inside the

Legislature by a delegation of students from the
University of Manitoba, Keewatin Community
College, and Locals 8 and 38.

On April 22, 2002, the provincial budget
announcement included the maintenance of the
tuition fee freeze.

Ontario
In October 2001, Queen's University Principal
William Leggett submitted a proposal to the
provincial government for the full deregulation
of undergraduate tuition fees at Queen's.

The national day of action on February 6 saw
widespread student mobilisation throughout the
province of Ontario. Colourful campaign
materials, including buttons, posters and
stickers helped to build momentum and
visibility for the day.

On campuses and throughout grassroots
community networks, the Federation's petition
drive heightened awareness of the crisis in
post-secondary education. At George Brown
College, for example, 30% of the student
population signed the petition to freeze tuition
fees.
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LONDON

At the University of Western Ontario, Local 47 led
a broad-based organising effort that included both
campus and surrounding community groups. On
February 6, 700 students gatheredfor a campus
rally before marching downtown to a city-wide
demonstration at the constituency office of
Dianne Cunningham, Minister of Training,
Colleges and Universities. The demonstration was
joined by high school students, Fanshawe College
students, labour supporters, and others.

KINGSTON

OnJanuary 14, Queen's University students held a
rallyon campus to freeze tuition fees and oppose
deregulation. Fourfemale studentsproceeded to
occupy Principal Leggett's office for five days.
Queen's remained in the nationalmediaspotlight
leading up to the Ontario government's
armouncement that it was backing away from
Leggett's full-deregulation proposal.

On February 4, students held a forum to discuss
tuition fees featuring Principal William Leggett and
Government Relations Coordinator Pam Frache. On
the Day of Action, Local 27 organised a campus
rallyin conjunction 'With the Queen's Coalition
Agalnst Deregulation, the Queen's University Faculty
Association, and the Law Students' Society.

GUELPH

At the University of Guelph, Local 54 held an
open debate about tuition fees on January 17.
Later in the month, a forum was hosted on
globalisation and education. Media attention
focused on the University when, on January 28,
several students staged an occupation of the
president's office to protest rising tuition fees.

On February 5, Guelph students held a rally on

campus. For the Day of Action on February 6,
Guelph students traveled to the events organised in
Toronto. Guelph students were successful at

securing academic amnesty from the University.

HAMILTON
On February 5, McMaster University students

organised a panel discussion and open forum on

tuition fees and post-secondary education. For the

day of action on February 6, students picketed the

entrance to the University.

ST. CATHARINES

OnJanuary 30, students at Brock University, held a

public forum on tuition fees and deregulation.

Both Federation representatives and :MPPPeter

Knrmos of the NDP addressed 70 students. On

February 6, students organised a walk-out and

rally. For the day, students were successful at

securing academic amnesty from the University.

SAULT STE. MARIE

On February 6, Local 82 at Algoma University
held a public form on tile state of post-secondary

education. The forum was well attended by

students and members of the community, and well

received by the media.

SUDBURY

OnJanuary 3, Federation and Local 30
representatives met with :MPPRick. Bartolucci to

discuss student concerns about rising tuition fees.

OnJanuary31, Laurentian University students held a

forum on currentpost-secondary education issues.

For the day of action on February 6, Locals 30 and

88 cooperatively organised a free macaroni and

cheese banquet to highlight the rising cost of post

secondary education and growing student poverty.

OTTAWA

On the evening of February 5 at the University

of Ottawa, students slept outside the

administration building to "Freeze for the

Fees." On February 6, students marched around

campus and, at different stops, spoke out about

the effects of privatisation.
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Membersohocals 1and 78march past "Freez~ Tuition Fees"
banner on February 6

The march concluded with a campus-wide
rally.Local 94 decorated a bus with Federation
placards and toured the campus and city before

joining the rally. The highly visihle bus was well
received by students and the community.

Students won academic amnesty for the days'
events.

At Carleton University, students met with Liberal

Member of Provincial Parliament Richard Patton

on January 28. On February 4, a list of

endorsements, including city councilors and

Members of Provincial Parliament, was released.

On February 6, Locals 1 and 78 organised a march

and rally of 400 students. At the beginning of the

rally, an enormous, two-story banner that stated:

"FREEZE TUITION NOW" was uofurled.

While addressing the crowd of students, the

Ontario NDP and Liberal MFPs committed to a

tuition fee freeze. Later that day, student

representatives met with Carleton University's

President, Richard Van Loon. After the President

refused to sign the Federation's petition, some

students camped out on campus to further

pressure university administrators.

TORONTO

On January 29 the Federation hosted a media
conference about the University of Toronto

Faculty of Law's announcement to increase tuition

fees in that program to $22,000 per year.The panel
was composed of Ontario Chairperson Joel Duff,
two law students and representatives of campus,

student, and labour unions.

During the lead-up to February 6, students from
Locals 92, 19, 24, 25, 68, and 84 organised petition
drives. public forums, and speak-outs. Students
secured academic amnesty at George Brown

College, Ontario College of Art and Design,
Ryerson University; York University, and the
University of Toronto.

Before marching to Queen's Park on February6,

several Toronto-area member locals held on-campus

rallies. Many hundreds of students from the
Universityof Toronto - including the Scarborough
and Mississauga campuses - also held campus rallies

before joining the Queen's Park demonstration.

Students from Toronto member locals rally atthe Legislature
inToronto on February 6

At 12:00 noon. marches from allmember Locals in

Toronto, buses from Peterborough and Guelph, and

over 700 highschool students converged on Queen's

Park for a rally. An enthusiastic 5,000 person rally
heard speeches calling for a tuition fee freeze
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from MPP Marie Bountrogianni of the Liberals,
MPP Howard Hampton of the NDP, and

CUPE Ontario President Sid Ryan.

Federation representatives Joel Duff, Ontario

Chairperson, and Rick Telfer. Ontario National

Executive Representative, also addressed the

crowd and introduced two additional speakers.

Both speakers - one, a woman of colour in law

school at the University of Toronto, and the

other, the Federation's Aboriginal Caucus

chairperson - spoke about the importance of

accessibility to post-secondary education for

historically disadvantaged groups in society.

NORTH BAY

On January 24, the Federation organised a lobby

session with Marie Bountrogianni, Ontario Liberal

Party critic for education, and Local 20 repre

sentatives. The event was well attended by
students and well received by the media.

Bountrogianni was photographed signing the

Federation's "I support a tuition fee freeze"

poster. On February 6, Local 20 staged a tuition

fees forum and awareness-raising event.

Inthelead-up to February 6,Local 32members created this
brickwall of debt

THUNDER BAY

Local 32, in conjunction with Local 82, met

with the executive assistant to Premier Mike

Harris on December 19, 2001, and later MPP

Tony Martin. On January 3, Local 32 met

with MPP Rick Bartolucci in conjunction

with Local 30.

After having secured academic amnesty at

Lakehead University, 400 students rallied on

campus on February 6. Spontaneously, several

students occupied the University president's

office overnight in response to his refusal to

meet with Local 32 representatives.

The president eventually signed a letter jointly

with Local 32, calling on the provincial

government to freeze tuition fees and to restore

funding to post-secondary education.

Banner attheUnIversity ofWIndsor promotes National Dayof
Action

WINDSOR

On January 17, students at the University of

Windsor gathered at the University Senate

meeting to call for a motion against

deregulation and in support of academic

amnesty for February 6 events.

The motion was passed, and students staged

a similar convergence on the University

Board of Governors meeting on January 22.

On January 31, Local 48 organised an

awareness-raising concert event. For the Day

of Action on February 6, Local 48 worked in

conjunction with the University of Windsor

Students' Alliance to organise a campus

march and rally.

Various speakers - including the University's

President - addressed the crowd of 300

students, urging the government to freeze

tuition fees and restore funding to post

secondary education.
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Quebec

MONTREAL

On February 6th, member activists undertook a
flying picket that visited local univ'etsities and
CEGEPs to distribute information about tuition
fees, differentialfees, studentloans and bursaries
challenges. The flying picket ended at the
Education Minister's office where a "welcome"
letter to the new Ministerwas delivered.

New Brunswick

MONCTON

Students from the Universite de Moncton held a
well-attended rally whereFederation materials,
including placardsand buttons, were distributed.

SACKVILLE

Students at Mount Allison University camped out
the nightbefore to "Freeze for a Freeze."

Nova Scotia
The February 6 National Day of Action was
described by local media as the largest student
demonstration in years. Students from all ten of
the province's universities, the Nova Scotia
Community College, and local high schools
participated in rallies held in Halifax and Sydney.
In addition to the demonstrations on the Day of
Action, thousands of students and community
members throughout the province signed tuition
fee freeze petitions that will be presented in the
legislature during debate on the budget.

HALIFAX

Rallies were held at the University of King's

College, the Nova Scotia College of Art and

Design, Saint Mary's University, and Dalhousie

University. Students bussed in to join the rallies

from Saint FrancisXavierUniversity, Acadia

University, the Univereite Sainte-Anne, and the
Nova Scotia Agricultural College.

These rallies marchedto a convergence point at
one of Halifax's busiest intersections and then

marched to Province House. At its height, over

4,000 students, faculty, and community members

were at the rally.

Students at Mount Saint Vincent Universityheld a

petition drive on campusin which over 700

signatures were collected in one day.

SYDNEY

Approximately 500 students at participated in a

rally, held ourside a provincial government building

in downtown Sydney. Students from Local 95,

along with local high school students, faculty, and

local opposition members of the legislature
participated in the rally, despite frigid temperatures

on February 6. The campaign at University College

of CapeBreton was focused directed at rejecting
the proposed 6%increasein tuition fees.

Prince Edward Island

CHARLOTIETOWN

The night before the February 6 Day of Action,

several students at the University of Prince
Edward Island slept outside during the coldest

weather of the year to draw attention to rising
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tuition fees. The event drew substantial media

attention, making the front page of the province's

newspaper on February 6.

On the morning of February 6 over 100 students
marched from the campus to the provincial
legislature, where they were met with Premier Pat
Binns and Education Minister Jeff Lantz. A
banner signed by 1,300 students was presented to

the Minister, and a petition demanding a tuition
fee freeze was presented to Premier Binns.

Newfoundland and Labrador

In the weeks immediately prior to the Day of

Action, buttons, stickers, and rave cards were

distributed around the province. Students signed

petitions

calling on the

provincial

government

to reduce

tuition fees

for all

students,

including

international

students and

those

studying at Marine Institute and College of the

North Atlantic. At the College of the North

Atlantic campus in Burin, over 70% of students

signed the petition. On February 6, students

participated in actions in 15 communities across

the province.

LABRADOR

Local 46 members in Happy Valley-Goose Bay,
and in Labrador City,where temperatures reached

minus forty degrees Celsius, were joined by faculty

and community members in marches near campus.
Students distributed leaflets highlighting the crisis

in post-secondary education.

WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND

In St. Anthony, every Local 46 member

participated in the Day of Action by walking out

of class and holding an on-campus rally. In Corner

Brook, more than 200 hundred College of the

North Atlantic and Grenfell College students

marched to Member of Parliament Gerry Byrne's

constituency office. Byrne was not in his office but

students presented his staff with petitions

containing hundreds of signatures calling for a

tuition fee reduction. In Bay St. George, Local 46

members garnered local media attention with an

on-campus rally. In Port Aux Basques, students

also participated by walking out of class.

CENTRAL NEWFOUNDLAND

In Baie Verte, more than half of the students at

College of the North Atlantic left class and

marched to the Town Hall.

Falls

Windsor,

more than

100 students

marched to

the office of

the local

Member of

the House

of Assembly

Anna

Thistle, The event garnered significant media

coverage in the local press and the provincial

evening news. About 100 students in Gander left

class to march to Member of Parliament George

Baker's office, to highlight the role of the federal

government in funding post-secondary education.

EASTERN NEWFOUNDLAND

During the week prior to the Day of Action,

students at the Bonavista campus of the College of

the North Atlantic had a mac'n'cheese luncheon to

draw attention to student poverty. The event was

well-received and resulted in a high turnout for the

walk-out on February 6. In Burin more than half of

the students walkedout of classwith faculty and

distributed leaflets to community members. Students

also walked out of class in Placentia and in
Carbonear, students signed petitions.
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ST. JOHN'S

In St. John's, about 800 students from locals 35
and 46 were joined by graduate students in a rally
at Memorial University of Newfoundland and a
march to the House of Assembly. Students were
also joined by the Ministers of Youth Services and
Post-Secondary Education. Post-Secondary
Education Minister Sandra Kelly stated that the
provincialgovernment was responding to students'
concerns and working to improve access to post
secondary education. Other speakersat the rally
included Progressive Conservative Post-secondary
Education Critic Fabian Manning, New
Democratic PartyPost-secondaryEducation Critic
Randy Collins, Newfoundland and Labrador
Cbairperson Liam Walsh, Memorial University
Faculty Association President Bill Skipper, and
Canadian Union of Public Employees
Newfoundland and Labrador President Wayne
Lucas.
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Domestic Solidarity
It has been the long-standing practice of the Federation to work in coalition with

other groups and organisations on issues of interest and concern to students. The

strength in numbers that the Federation realises by bringing together students from
across the country is achieved to an even greater extent when members of other

organisations also articulate our goals.

ECONOMIC LITERACY AND TRADE L1BERALISATION

Alternative Federal Budget

Since May 1996, the Federation has been an active participant in the Alternative

Federal Budget (AFB) project. First released in 1994, the budget was developed by
the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, and CHOICES, a coalition for social
justice based in Winnipeg. The annually-released alternative budget address
priorities such as: rebuilding of Canada's social safety net and national standards;

debt reduction through a progressive taxation system; environmental protection;

and full employment.

In early December, the Alternative Federal Budget project released an Economic

and Fiscal Statement. The AFB analysis argued for increased spending, including an

investment of $500 million in a national needs-based grants programme that would

over time, with additional investments, replace the existing Canada Student Loan
Program. The Federation distributed the 2001 AFB analysis to member locals when

it was released.

Solidarity Network

The Solidarity Network, consisting of over fifty organisations. had its roots in the

1987 movement opposing the Free Trade Agreement between Canada and the
United States. The Network has evolved into a forum for action in which social

justice groups, labour organisations, and territorial and provincial coalitions devise

common strategies against funding cutbacks to social programmes, and coordinate

support for campaigns organised by Network members. The Federation is a long

standing member of the Solidarity Network and holds a seat on the Executive

Committee.

The Solidarity Network Assembly was held in Edmonton from January 17-20,
2002. National Deputy Chairperson Anthony represented the Federation at the

Assembly. The Assembly is an opportunity for representatives of national,

provincial, and local organisations to meet and solicit support for work that they

are undertaking, and to learn from each others' experiences with various strategies
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and tactics for implementing campaigns. The
Assembly presented the Federation with a valuable
opportunity to solicit endorsements for the
February 6 Day of Action to Freeze and Reduce
Tuition Fees.

Group of Eight Meeting in Kananaskis

In late June, the Group of Eight (G8), which is
comprised of the eight countries with the largest
economies in the world, will be meeting in
Kananaskis, Alberta.

The primary issue for the meeting is to review the
NewEconomic PartnershipforAfrican Development and
the Edt/cationforAllagenda, which were originally
developed with the intention of eradicating
poverty in Africa and providing basic education
for children living in the developing world. The
Partnership is premised on the belief that the best
way to ensure economic development in Africa is
through the privatisation of public services, such
as post-secondary education.

The Edt/cationforAllagenda encourages
governments to actively explore private sector
solutions for education. It also fails to address
accessibility issues related to post-secondary
education.

From June 21 to 25, 2002, a Peoples' Summit will
he held in Calgary.

The Summit will develop recommendations in six

theme areas: trade and economy, education,

environment, human security, health, and

democracy and governance. The Federation has

endorsed the Summit and will be presenting a

workshop on the links between the G8 and access

to post-secondary education.

Common Frontiers

Common Frontiers is a coalition that undertakes

research, analysis and action to seek alternatives to

the social, environmental and economic effects of

free trade in the Americas. Common Frontiers

brings together student, labour, human rights.

environmental, church, economic. and social

justice organisations. The Federation joined

Common Frontiers in January 2001 and has held a

seat on the Steering Committee since that time.

The Federation. together with the members of

Common Frontiers, is developing plans for

participation in the anti-Free Trade Area of the

Americas (FTAA) campaign that is being

organised throughout North, Central and South

America.

The campaign will provide an opportunity for the
public to critically examine the impact of the

FTAA and is being organised through the
Hemispheric Social Alliance. The Federarion will
be working with the Continental Organization of

Latin American and Caribbean Students on this

campaign. articulating a critique of the impact of

the FTAA on post-secondary education.

HEALTH CARE ISSUES

Canadian Health Coalition

The Canadian Health Coalition is dedicated to

preserving and enhancing Canada's public health

system for the benefit of all Canadians. Founded

in 1979, the Coalition includes groups representing

unions, seniors, women, students, consumers. and

health care professionals. The Federation is a long

standing member of the Coalition and holds a seat

on the Steering Committee.

On April 4, 2001, Prime MinisterJean Chretien
and then Health Minister Allan Rock announced
the launch of the Commission on the Future of
Health Care in Canada, to be headed by former
Saskatchewan Premier Roy Romanow:

The Commission is mandated to consult with
Canadians and recommend policies to ensure the
long-term sustainability of a universally accessible.
publicly-funded health system.

The Coalition is organising for National Medicare
Day on May 15. The day will feature
demonstrations at all provincial legislatures
demanding that the Canadian health care system
remain publicly funded and universally accessible.
Many Federation member locals will be
participating in the events.

The Romanow Commission will be continuing its
work throughout the fall and the Coalition is

planning a number of campaign events for that
period.
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Coalition for Public Broadcasting

In January 2001, the Canadian Media Guild hosted
the Pllblic Broadcasting in a Private Age forum to
examine the current role of public broadcasting in
Canada. The forum explored potential funding
mechanisms, alternative structure and governance,
and the consequences of private ownership and
trade agreements on public broadcasting.
Following the forum, dle Guild requested the
Federation's participation in a coalition to support
public broadcasting.

On April 4, 2002, the founding meeting of the
Coalition was held in Ottawa. The Federation was
represented by National Deputy Chairperson
Anthony. Representatives at the meeting identified
mobilising public support, and increasing
government funding for public broadcasting as
primary goals of the Coalition.

The Federation has been asked to sit on the
Coordinating Committee of the Coalition to assist
with planning for the next meeting, tentatively
scheduled for May 31.

International Solidarity

UPDATE ON THE STATUS OF EFFORTS TO
REBUILD THE INTERNATIONALUNION OF
STUDENTS

Since 1989, the International Union of Students
(IUS) has suffered an organisational and financial
crisis. Many international student and youth
organisations were thrown into turmoil with the
sudden changes taking place in Eastern Europe
beginning in 1989; the IUS was no exception. As a
result of its inability to respond to the changing
political circumstances and poor management, the
IUS has accumulated a significant debt for costs
such as staff salaries, taxes, and utility bills.
Currently, the organisation has no stable or
adequate source of funding, and maintains only its
headquarters in Prague, Czech Republic as assets.

The Canadian Federation of Students joined the
IUS in 1992, and has held a seat on the Executive
Secretariat since that time. The focus of the
Federation's involvement has been to help

Solidarity

strengthen the internal organisation and political
work of the IUS. The IUS continues to make great
strides in re-establishing working relationships
with many member students' unions and key
coalition partners.

Solving financial issues and responding to member
unions' requests were identified as top priorities at
the IUS Congress in March 2000. As par' of plans
to expand the organisation's networks, the
Executive Secretariat identified improving
communication with student and non-student
coalition organisations and international media
outlets as pressing tasks. Much of this work is
designed to increase the ability of the IUS to serve
as a clearinghouse of information for member
unions, and to work with its members to mobilise
internationally on issues of importance to
students.

Thanks to support from several member unions
and friendly organisations, such as the regional
organisations, the IUS has been active in many
venues. Given its limited capacities, the Executive
Secretariat has identified three priority areas for its
campaigns and policy work: globalisation
(including debt elimination for poor countries,
commodifcation of education. and building
peace); women's rights and equality; and access to
public education. In addition to these initiatives,
the IUS will support country-specific solidarity
campaigns.

Projects that are currently underway include the
revival of the IUS directory of students' unions,
the publication of a book analysing the
commodification of education, an international
conference in Africa for young women,
preparations for the World Summit on Sustainable
Development, and mobilisations against the
General Agreement on Trade in Services.

The outgoing members of the Executive
Secretariat and the representatives elected in
March 2000 will meet in the coming months to
review in depth the many aspects of the transition
process, and to build towards the next
constitutional event, the IUS Council meeting. The
agenda will also include a careful review of all
external work, such as campaigns, relations with
international bodies, communications, and
membership issues.
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MEMBERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT

Membership Stability and Growth
For the past five years, the Federation has experienced a level of membership
stability unprecedented in its twenty-year history. Since 1996, only two member
locals have withdrawn from the Federation and one of those - Grenfell College
Students' Union - rejoined the Federation within eighteen months. During the
same period eight students' unions have joined the Federation for the first time and
another eight have either rejoined or reactivated their memberships.

Applications for Full Membership
The Alberta College of Art and Design Students' Association is composed of
approximately 950 students enrolled at the Alberta College of Art and Design, in
Calgary Alberta. In 1983 the Association joined the Federation, but in 1990 the
members of the Association voted to withdraw their membership. In 2000. the
Students' Association began participating intermittently in Federation campaigns,
including Access 2000. In early November 2001, the Association's council voted

overwhelmingly to apply for prospective membership in the Federation and was
accepted as a prospective member by the national general meeting later that month.

On March 26-28 this year, a referendum was conducted at the College in which the
members of the Association voted on full membership in the Federation. 424 of
the 943 eligible voters cast ballots. The result was as follows:

In Favour 419 (98.8%)
Opposed 5 (01.2%)

A letter of application has been received in which the Alberta College of Art and
Design Students' Association agrees to serve as the representative of its members
within the Federation and to act as the agent for the Federation with respect to the
collection of Federation membership fees. In accordance with Bylaw lA-b, the
National Executive has reviewed the application and is recommending that the
application for membership be accepted.

Applications for Prospective Membership
Prospective membership is a membership of limited duration through which a
students' union can experience membership in the Federation. Prospective
membership commits the association to holding a vote on full membership in the
Federation. The National Executive has received five applications for prospective
membership since the previous national general meeting
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ASSOCIATION
OF PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS

Roughly 10,000 student comprise the Association
of Part-Time Undergraduate Students at the

University of Toronto. In mid-:January the council
of the Association voted to apply for prospective
membership in the Federation. In accordance with
Bylaw lA-b, the National Executive has reviewed
the application for membership and is
recommending that it be accepted.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

The University of Toronto Students'
Administrative Council consists of all full-time

undergraduate students - roughly 30,000 

attending the University. On January 29 a special
general meeting of the organisation voted to apply

for prospective membership in the Federation. In
accordance with Bylaw l.4-b, the National
Executive has reviewed the application for
membership and is recommending that it be

accepted.

SCARBOROUGH CAMPUS STUDENTS'
UNiON

The Scarborough Campus Students' Union
consists of the roughly 7,000 full-time
undergraduate students who attend the

Scarborough Campus of the University of

Toronto. On March 10, the council of the Union
voted to apply for prospective membership in the
Federation. In accordance with Bylaw l.4-b, the

National Executive has reviewed the application
for membership and is recommending that it be

accepted.

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR STUDENTS'
ALLIANCE

The University of Windsor Students' Alliance

consists of approximately 10,000 full-time
undergraduate students at the University. In the
mid-1980s, the Students' Alliance Cat the time
known as the Student Administrative Connell).
joined the Federation; however. it withdrew its
membership in the Federation in 1995. On March
10, the council of the Alliance voted to apply for

prospective membership in the Federation. In
accordance with Bylaw 1.4-b, the National
Executive has reviewed the application for
membership and is recommending that it be
accepted.

ASSOCIATION GENERALE DES
ETUDIANT-E-S DE L'UNIVERSITE
SAINTE-ANNE

The Universite Sainte-Anne is a Francophone
university located in Pointe-de l'Eglise,Nova
Scotia. The Association generale des etudiant-e-s
de l'Unlversite Sainte-Anne consists of the roughly
600 students attending the University. From 1988
to 1996, the Association was a member of the
Federation. On March 27. the council of the

Association voted to apply for prospective
membership in the Federation. In accordance with

Bylaw 1.4-b, the National Executive has reviewed
the Association's application and is recommending
that it be accepted.

Common Handbook Project
Member locals in British Columbia have
coordinated a Common Handbook Project
through the Federation since the mid-1990s, in
response to the fiscal burden the production of a
quality handbook posed for many member locals.
The common handbook significantly reduces the
unit cost of handbooks for member locals and

ensures consistent profile of local) provincial and
national work of the Federation.

Each book contains a common Federation section,
a customized local section and a calendar section
that includes significant dates. The volume of
books produced allows for higher quality paper,
more colour pages and fewer advertisements while
achieving economies of scale in writing and
editing, design, printing and binding, These
economies of scale have enabled some students'
unions to eliminate local advertising from their
handbook. Other locals chose to continue to
solicit local advertising and thereby reduce their
costs even further. This flexibility has proven to
be a particularly attractive feature of the project.

For the 2002-2003 handbook, 28 students' unions

will be participating in the project, including one
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non-member students' union. Under the proposed

plan, member locals would be able to take

advantage of economies of scale by producing

common calendar pages and other informacion

sections common to most local unions.

However, by expanding the Project additional

expenses will be incurred to ensure that the
handbooks reflect the unique characteristics of

each province. In order to make the Project as

successful as in previous years, it will require the

participation of a critical number of medium and
larger students' unions. At this meeting member

locals will be discussing the Project and developing

strategies to expand participation and lower costs.

Provincial Development

REPRESENTATIVE PROVINCIAL EXECUTIVE
STRUCTURES

Within the last year significant steps have been

undertaken in Ontario to develop and improve the

provincial infrastructure. In 2000-2001, the duties

of the Ontario national executive representative

were expanded and the position became fulltime.

At its most recent provincial general meeting,

Ontario member locals restructured their

provincial executive to include one representative

from each member local. It is expected that this

structure will allow members to more directly

shape the ongoing work of the Federation and

improve day-to-day communication between

member locals and the provincial office. Currently,

most provincial components use this model.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

For the past seventeen years, the British Columbia

component has organised a Skills Development

weekend for the elected officials of member locals

in the early summer. The weekend is composed of

a series of workshops and seminars that are

offered free of charge to the locals. Each session is

designed to expand the knowledge base of local

leadership regardless of their particular portfolio.

The weekend is also an opportunity for elected

representatives to exchange information in an

informal setting. These Skills Development

Membership Development

weekends have been well received, with increasing

numbers participating each year.

This year, the Ontario Component will be offering

a Skills Development weekend in June and it is

expected that other provincial components will be

offering similar seminars in the future.

Web Site

In 1998, the National Executive decided that the

Federation's web site required substantial updating

and re-organisation. Consequendy, a Vancouver

based company with which the Federation had

previously worked was contracted to design an

entirely new site that would he easier to navigate

and more consistent in its design. Efforts were

made to integrate Travel CUTS design elements

into the new site. It was hoped that the national

and Travel CUTS sites would be sufficiently similar

to be seen as co-brands, creating a mutually

reinforcing web presence.

However, the site launched in late 1998 fell short

of expectations - especially with regard to its

congruency with the faster, more user friendly

Travel CUTS site. Although it was an improvement

on the earlier site, the software platform for the

new site proved to be problematic. The web site

designer developed software to create searchable

databases on the Federation's web site. While

intended to improve the site, routine updates

proved to be difficult while more ambitious

changes were costly.

In 1999, as part of the Federation's effort to create

a cohesive web presence for all of the Federation's

activities, the Federation resolved to include a

searchable database of Studentsaver discounts on

the site. In fall 2000, local discounts from across

the country were listed online. However, when

attempts were made to update the database with

2001 discount listings, it became evident that the

database was too unwieldy for such a task.

Consequently, a new database had to be developed

in order to provide the discount listings online.

Further, although news releases and other simple

documents could be posted to the site regularly,

the introductory page and many other sections

~ "__P _
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remained static. Finally, English and French

content was becoming more and more

incongruous with each update to the site.

In December 2001, despite misgivings about the
existing site's infrastructure, updates for the

national campaign to freeze and reduce tuition fees
and the February 6 day of action were identified as
a basic communications priority. A temporary
design was developed that allowed news releases,
and other pieces of information to be posted
more quickly. At that time other sections of the
existing web site were updated regularly, including
the introductory page.

The National Executive has focused recent
discussions about the website on the development
of a web presence that could load quickly into any
web browser, be easily updated, accommodate the
creation of simple web pages for small provincial
components, and link to provincial Federation web
sites where they exist. The obvious limitations of
the current web site design and technology led to a

decision to re-develop the site extensively.

An award-winning company has since been asked
to submit a proposal for re-designing the national
web site. Further, another company has been
pursued to re-develop the online, searchable
Studentsaver database. The National Executive
plans to launch a new version of the Federation's
national web site in early September 2002.
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Discount Programme
The International Student Identity Card is the only internationally recognised form
of student identification. The Card is produced and distributed by the International
Student Travel Confederation (lSTC) and endorsed by the United Nations
Educational, Social and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO). Tbe
UNESCO logo appears
on the face of the Card. -:~

"'''~;..d.I1--
Since the creation of ~(\l\~C~"'--'\'\'..-;.,;.'~' .,,,,
tbe Card in the late ;;..:-:'l \? \:' ,/

'" '\ V t"'O"19605, the Federation ~ ~~~'i""' ..,~."..
and its predecessor ~'J ,~

''''it'''organisations have served as ......: iiS

its Canadian agent.

Subject to tbe approval of the
ISTC, the agent in each country
sets the price for the card in that
country. The Federation currently
charges $16.00 for the Card, a price that has
remained unchanged for close to a decade. For
individual Federation members, the Federation
covers the cost of cards issued from the

membership fees paid by those members. A portion
of the fees collected for all the cards issued in
Canada is paid to the International Student Travel Confederation.

Because only full-time students are eligible fur the ISle, the Federation also
produces and distributes the Studentsaver Card. Studentsaver allows part-time
students access to many of the discounts available with the ISle.

CARD DISTRIBUTION IN CANADA

Prior to 1993, roughly 15,000 cards were issued each year in Canada. In 1993,
student discounts requiring the ISle as proof of student status were secured on
major domestic air travel routes. This resulted in an immediate and substantial

increase in Card sales. Demand for the Card received another boost in 1997 when a
major student discount requiring the Card was secured with VIA Rail. In 1998, a
limited discount was secured with Greyhound Bus Lines of Canada. In 1999 that
discount was expanded to provide ISIC holders with a 25 per discount on all
domestic Greyhound tickets.
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By the end of the 2001issuing year, annual
distribution had grown to close to 150,000 cards.
Roughly half are sold to post-secondary students
and high school students. Though final numbers
are not known, the National Executive is
anticipating only a small decline as a result of the
events of September 11,2001.

PROMOTION

In recent years the Federation has worked to
increase its promotion of the International
Student Identity Card. Since 1999, a variety of
high quality ISIC images, custoruised for each
member local association, have been included on
the Federation's annual handbook kitcompact disk
distributed to member locals.This past summer
more images than ever were included in the kit.

The Federation also promoted the ISIC in the
Studentsaver promotional materials. On the
roughly 2,500 stickers and window decals
distributed to businesses offering Studentsaver/
ISIC discounts, there appeared both an image of
the Studentsaver Card and the International
Student Identity Card. Although Studentsaver
discounts had always been available with the ISIC,
it is only recently thatthe Federation has been
promoting this widely. The section of the web site
listing student discounts has also been revised to
make it clear that the discounts are available with
the ISIC in addition to the Studentsaver Card.

Each year, the ISTC produces a variety of
marketing materials for its members to use to
promote the ISle. Such materials have included
11"x 17"posters as well as larger posters, stickers
and a compact disk containingnumerous
electronic images for ISTC members to develop
their own promotional materials. In the past, ISTC
members were able to order the specific materials
that they wished to use. If a particular promotional
material did not fit a member's marketingstrategy,
the member simply did not order that particular
material. Historically, the Federation has ordered
large quantitiesof the 11"x 17"posters and used
its colour printer/copier to customise the posters
for each local that issues the ISle.

Last year, it was reported rhat the ISTC had altered
its distribution system for promotional materials.
Instead of each member's customising its order,

the ISTC shipped the materials in pre-packaged
"promotional kits". This change forced the
Federationto order excessive quantities of other
printedmaterials in orderto receive a sufficient
supply of posters. As a resultof concerns raised
by the Federation and other members of the ISTC,
orders for promotional materials can once again be
customised so that ISTCmembers only need to
orderthose materials that they intend to use.

For the second yearin a row, the Federation
compiled all of the discounts in a national
discount guidebook. Two hundred and forty
thousand copies of the 2001-2002 National
Discount Guide were printedand distributedto
member locals with a "Studentsaver' cover and
the Studentsaver card affixed, An additional 80,000
copies of the booklet, with an "ISIC 2002
Canadian Benefits Guide" cover were printedand
distributed to Travel CUTS outlets. The booklets
distributed by Travel CUTS offices were very
popular and the inventory was depleted by March.
For 2001-2002 the booklets were printed and
bound by mid-August; however, delivery was
delayed due to the printer's having difficulties
affixing Studentsaver cards to the booklets. The
National Executive haspushed the process earlier
for the upcoming yearto ensure that booklet
distributionand discount programme promotion
can take place on campuswithout delay during
orientation, in late Augustand earlySeptember.

The external look of the booklets for 2001-2002

was a big improvement over previous years.
However the National Executive has identified the
need to improve the layoutand appearanceof the
contents/discount listings for the upcoming year,
to increase both its appeal and utilityas a
reference.

PROGRAMME AWARENESS

One of the ongoing difficulties faced by the
National Executive is determiningthe level of use
of the discounr programme. Anecdotal feedback
relayed by member locals and individual students
concerning the quality of discounts or responses
to promotional materials has provided only a
limited analysis of the progranune's strengths and
weakenesses. Continuingto improve awareness of
the programme and ensurethat discounts are used
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The biggest challenge, however, has been to

provide the on-going technical support required

with the equipment and software, especially in

communities where no Federation provincial office

is located. Some of the problems that arise are

easily solved over the telephone; others prove

more difficult and require the printers to be

shipped back to either the national office or the

closest provincial office.

is discovered.'problem

At the previous general meeting it was reported

that the Federation had received a grant from the

ISTC to develop a new system for producing
computer-generated cards.

In order to make use of the Federation's existing

technological infrastructure, the new system has

been designed to make use of the Federation's

stock of Eltron label printers and Fargo card

printers (see Technology Development section).

The new software is now complete and has been

deployed for beta tesring in several Travel CUTS

retail outlets. The National Executive opted to use

Travel CUTS outlets rather than member locals to

test the new software in order to take advantage of

the company's substantial information technology

and technical support departments to assist with
resolving any issues that may arise with the 'new

software.

problems experienced by the printer were the

result of the printer's on-board ram becoming

corrupted Many of the difficulties experienced

with the printers were resolved simply by re

installing a small file on the printer.

The process of re-installing the

file takes less

than ten

~ minutes. As

"'" a result,
4 most locals

J can have a

.:.1 problem with

.;I the printer

'itI resolved on
.;I the same day

that the

In summer 1998 the

International Student Travel

Confederation launched the

"new generation" ISle, a

higher quality version of the Card

with an updated appearance.

Prior to 1998, the personal data on the ISICs was

either handwritten or typed using a typewriter. The
new version of the card allowed for the data to be

either hand-written or computer-generated.

However, tile ISTC has subsequently eliminated
the option of issuing hand-written cards as of

September 2002, and has required its members to

invest in printers for producing the computer

generated data labels for the cards.

PRINTED ISIC'S

relies on local promotion of the programme.
Some member locals do a good job of securing
discounts and promoting the programme to their
members, others need to be encouraged to
improve. The biggest challenge is ensuring
that member locals recognize that
the ISICjStudentsaver is a service
of their students' union, similar to
other services provided at the local
level, such as a health plan.

For the Federation, the effort to switch to

computer-generated labels has been a financial and
logistical challenge. Currenrly, there are more than

75 Federation offices, member students' unions
and non-member students' unions in Canada that

issue the ISle. The Card data label printers cost

roughly $600.00.

Since 1999, the Federation has purchased 60 of

the printers, 54of which are currendy deployed in
ISIC issuing offices. Two printers remain in stock,

three are permanently broken and one was "lost"

by Air Canada. The offices that have yet to receive
printers are primarily those that issue under 200

cards per year or do not have the necessary
hardware required by the printer.

At the general meeting held one year ago, it was

reported that the Federation was experiencing
difficulties keeping the Eltron Label printers

operational. However, it appears that many of the
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

In order to automate card distribution even

further, the Federation purchased two Fargo Pro-L

card printers in April 2000. Unlike the label

printers, which only print labels to be manually

placed on the ISIC, these printers print digital

photos and the cardholder's information directly

onto the card. 'Io-date, the card printers have only

been used at special promotional events and
Federation general meetings. Ultimately, it is hoped

that some locals will arrange for the ISIC to
become the official student card at their

institutions, employing the card

printer technology.

Discounts

DISCOUNT SOLICITATION

For the 2001-2002 year the total

number of discounts solicited

across the country was 2,472,more

than double the number from the

previous year. British Columbia and Ontario

continue to lead the country in discount

solicitation, though a significant number of

discounts were secured in both Quebec and

Newfoundland and Labrador. Unfortunately there

were a number of cities where a weakness in

discount solicitation persists including Cranbrook,

Calgary, Regina, Brandon and Sault Ste. Marie. The

National Executive is undertaking measures to

increase the number of discounts solicited in these

areas for the 2002-2003 year.

As the Canadian issuing agent, the Federation is

obliged to continually work to improve the quality
and quantity of discounts available in Canada. This

is important for students who purchase the card in
Canada, as well as for students from abroad

travelling in Canada. One of the challenges facing

the Federation is the annual deadline set by the
ISTC for the publishing of the International

Discount Benefits Guide. '!'he Guide is published

in September, but discounts must be secured and

submitted by mid-April. For the solicitation of

these local and regional discounts the Federation
relies on member locals with contacts in their

communities. The guidebook deadline proves to

be difficult to meet because of the variety of other

activities consuming the time and energy of

member locals at this time of year. The weeks

leading up to mid-April are commonly packed with

preparing for final exams and students' union

elections. Accordingly, discount solicitation has

traditionally taken place in May and June. '!'he

National Executive is working to develop a

strategy to address this.

One solution proposed is identifying campus
representatives to solicit discounts in

February or March to ease the pressure

of the early deadline. However, this

early start may cause businesses to be

unsure about agreeing to offer
discounts so far in advance of the

upcoming academic year. To
address this the National Executive

is considering having businesses sign

18-month contracts. After signing a
contract, discounts would be added to the

national discount database, to local

databases where they exist, and to the

international discount database, making the

discounts accessible via the Internet. In August,

discounts would then be published in the national

guidebook and select discounts would be included

in the International Benefits Guide. Alternatively,

the National Executive is considering an indefinite

contract (with no expiry) and a 30 day opt-out

clause. This would provide cost-savings by not
requiring solicitors to re-secure discounts every

year, as well as making it easier to meet the ISTC

deadline. Conversely, this type of indefinite
contract would create instability in terms of the

possibility that a discount promoted in the

guidebook could be withdrawn before the end of

the academic year.

STUDENTPHONES DISCOUNT

In the summer of 2001, the National Executive

identified cellular telephones as a key area in which

to pursue ISIC/Studentsaver discounts.

The Federation has since entered into an

agreement with Studentphones, an Irish firm that

negotiates deals for students to purchase both

cellular telephones and cellular service at gready
reduced prices. The Union of Students of Ireland,
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The Mid-19805 to the Mid 19905

Indeed, most health plans offered prior to 1987
were more expensive and provided fewer benefits
than any of the plans that students' unions

currently offer their members. Ultimately, the high
cost, combined wid, the low quality of these early
student health plans, led the members of the

Federation to create the National Student Health
Nerwork in 1985.

National Union of Srudents (UK) and Union
Nationale des Etudiants de France have all reached
a similar agreement with Studentphones to provide
their members with cellular phone service. All
three Unions have expressed satisfaction with the
deals that Studentphones was able to secure in
their respective countries.

National Student Health
Network

While in the past Studentphones has limited its
retail activity to the Internet, the firm has indicated
that it would like to open retail outlets across the
country.

The Federation and Studentphones have now
secured a substantial discount with FIDO
Networks. Under the plan, students would
receive either a free phone or six c;"iUDENT HI:. Almost immediately, the Network
months of free air-time, and a ~\.. :"q~r. became the country's premiere

suhstantial discount in their O~ 1'1-: provider of srudent health and
ongoing monthly rates. The tl' ~ dental plans. As a result of
FIDO network was chosen as ~ ~ the Federation's knowledge
the first nerwork to he !if 0 of the student market, the
promoted primarily hecause I- ~ Network was ahle to design
it agreed to offer the plan ~ ~ plans that fit both students'
without forcing students to <r needs and budgets. Soon,

1-l- ~
sign a long-term contract. ~ 0 almost every Federation
Thi will th d '"..t\ t::- member, and even the vast15 ensure at sru ents '-'1. ~

who can no longer afford cellular & ~ majority of non-memhers that
service are not required to continue b,tS -p....¢' offered their members health and
to pay the network a monthly charge. "lNfE 'E1U~\ dental plans did so through the
The National Executive is hopeful that Network created by the Federation.

similar discounts can be negotiated with the As more students' unions opted to offer health
country's three other networks in the next twelve plans through the Network, the Federation was

months. able to dramatically reduce the cost of the plans.
In some cases, students' unions were able to both
improve the coverage they offered their members
and reduce the price to as much as one-half the
cost of their previous plan. Further, the cost per
year of a plan offered through the Network was
approximately equal to the monthly cost of a
comparable plan if a student were to seek
coverage on her own.

,r-"-,
( ,

\.,,---_.-

HISTORY OFTHE NETWORK

The Early 19805

In the early 1980~ only a few students' unions
offered extended health plans to their members.
Generally, the plans were offered by small, local
insurance brokers, and no broker represented
more than a couple of students' unions. These
brokers had neither the understanding of the
student market, nor the bargaining power
necessary to offer plans at reasonable prices.

In addition to reducing the costs, many features
now regarded as standard were introduced by the
Network at this time. Pay-direct cards, dental plans,
accidental death and dismemberment insurance,
and a tutorial benefit, for students whose ability to
function with their normal course load was
impaired by accident or illness, were all introduced
during this period. Additionally, the Network
negotiated with the insurance companies a feature
that provided students who already had
comparable coverage from another source the
ability to "opt-out" of their students' union's plan.
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Later, recognising that many students, especially

mature students, might have a spouse and/or

children who would benefit from coverage under

the health plan, the Federation provided students

with the ability to opt their children or partners,

including same sex partners, into the plan. At the

time, the Federation was among the first group

insurance providers to recognise same sex

relationships.

By the early 1990s, these innovations, coupled with

the Federation's drastically reducing the cost of

plans, led to the Network's becoming the country's

only specialised provider of extended health and

dental insurance for students.

The Late 1990s

Unfortunately, the Federation's market dominance

was not permanent. In 1995, the Network's broker

since its inception abruptly ended its relationship

with the Federation and attempted, often through

questionable means, to acquire the clients of the
Network.

The resulting legal and commercial wrangling

created a window of opportunity for other brokers
to enter the student market. The first firm to

successfully do so was Gallivan and Associates,

then a small Waterloo-based Ontario firm, that

acquired the health plan of the Trent Students'
Union in 1995, and the University of Calgary

Students' Union in 1996. Ultimately, Gallivan

would grow to usurp the Federation's place as the
countty's largest provider of health and dental

insurance for students.

The success of Gallivan in acquiring students'
unions' health plans emboldened several other

firms to begin soliciting student business. Shortly

after Gallivan acquired the plans at Trent

University and the University of Calgary, Campbell

and Company (since merged with a larger, national

firm), also based in Waterloo, Ontario, began

acquiring the plans of several students' unions in
Atlantic Canada.

At approximately the same time, the Alliance pour la
sante etudiante au Quebec began offering extended

health and dental plans to students' unions

throughout Quebec. While Campbell and Company

acquired only a few plans, the Alliance acquired the

plans of most students' unions in Quebec. An
associated fum-stlldentcare.net/JJJorks-acquired the

plans at the University of Btitish Columbia, the

University of Northern British Columbia, the

University of Saskatchewan, Brandon University and

Queen's University creating a network comparable to

that of Gallivan's.

The growth of Gallivan and the Alliance

combined with the re-emergence in the student

market of the Federation's former broker, with his

post-Federation creation, Campus Trust, heavily

divided the client base in the industty. Within the

new, highly fragmented market, the Federation was

reduced to the role of a bit player, providing plans

for only a handful of students' unions. The
Network, which once generated a quarter of a

million dollars a year for the other activities of the

Federation, drained tens of thousands of dollars in

resources each year.

The Present

Over the last few years, the Network has enjoyed a

period of steady growth. This growth has enabled

the Network to expand the services it offers, while

still providing plans that are significantly cheaper

than its competitors.

AUDITING PLANS PROVIDED BY OTHER
BROKERS

Introduction

Although a substantial number of the Federation's

locals offer extended health and dental plans to

their members, many of them opt to use services
provided by a broker other than the Federation.

For several years, the National Executive suspected

that many of these brokers were unable to offer

plans that had both the Federation's breadth of

coverage and affordable price. Indeed, it was

believed that many of the Federation's competitors

subtly but substantially reduced the level of

coverage provided by a plan in order to match the
price at which the Federation could offer its plans.

Unfortunately, because insurance coverage can be

very complex, this tactic was often successful and,

as a result, many students' unions began increasing

the cost and reducing the quality of the insurance

coverage they provided their members.
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To combat the growing problem of students'

unions receiving poor value for their health plan

dollars, the Federation developed the concept of a
health plan "audit". This audit would examine the

level of coverage and the claims experience of a

particular plan in order to determine a fair price
for the plan. Although a students' union would not

be obligated to switch from its current broker to

the Federation after the conclusion of the audit,

the Federation would. if the students' union
desired it, be bound to provide the Union's plan at

the price quoted in the audit.

Determining the Price of a Plan

When attempting to determine a fair price for a

health or dental plan, the Federation takes three
factors into consideration: the amount of claims

paid out by a plan; the amount of premium an

insurance company "retains" for its operating
costs and profit; and the amount of commission

the broker is paid for its consultancy and

administrative services. Upon the conclusion of

the audit, a students' union will receive a detailed
analysis of each of the three factors.

The most significant factor in determining the cost

of a plan is the amount of claims paid out by the
plan. Unless a broker decreases the level of

coverage provided by a plan. no cost savings can

be realised in the area of claims. Any savings
realized by "reducing claims" is simply a broker

reducing the level of coverage provided by a plan.

The amount of premium an insurance company
retains in order to cover its costs and generate a
profit is the next most significant factor affecting

the cost of a plan. Generally, insurance companies
such as Green Shield or Clarka set the amount of

premium that they hope to retain as a percentage

of the total premium collected for the plan. One
of the reasons that the Federation selected Green

Shield as its primary insurance provider is that, as a

not-far-profit organization, Green Shield requires
the retention of significandy less premium than a

for-profit insurer would.

The final factor affecting the cost of a plan is the

level of commission charged by a broker. Despite
some brokers' claims to the contrary. every broker
in Canada charges a commission.

Programmes

However, because it is technically the insurance
company and not the students' union that pays a
broker its commission, a students' union may be
unaware of the level of commission its broker is

charging. Of course. the insurer simply passes the
cost of the broker's commission on to the
students' union. Therefore, it is important for a
students' union to determine the level of
commission its broker is charging in order to
determine if the students' union is paying a fair
price for its plan.

The Audit Process

During the last twelve months, the Network has
audited the plans of ten students' unions. In most
cases, the Network found that both the amount of
premium being retained by the carrier and the level
of commission being charged by the broker wer,e
unnecessarily high.

Because these brokers do not generate significant
amounts of business for the insurance companies
with which they deal, they have a limited ability to

negotiate reductions in the amount of premium that
an insurance company retains. Further, in an effort
to cut costs, many insurance companies ate choosing
to minimize the number of brokers with which they
deal,and therefore, reduce the sales staff they need
to employ. As a result, many small brokers (such as

brokers dealing primarily with student plans) are
finding it difficult to convince an insurer to sell plans
to them. A broker that finds itself in this situation is
unlikelyto negotiate aggressively against an insurer
that agrees to sell it plans.

In most cases, the high level of commission
charged by other brokers can be easily explained.
These brokers deal exclusively in student plans.
Although student plans provide insurance
coverage to a significant number of individuals,
each of these individuals pays a relatively low
premium. Indeed, the cost per year of student
plans is often comparable to the cost per month
of employee plans. As a result, brokers dealing
primarily with student plans have a much smaller
premium pool from which to derive commission
revenue. In order to cover the cost of their
operations, brokers dealing exclusively with
student plans need to charge a relatively high rate
of commission.
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Rather than face the difficulties of bargaining

from a weak position or struggling with the

economies of scale of operating a brokerage that

deals solely with student plans, the Federation has

partnered with Heath-Lambert Benefits

Consulting.

Heath-Lambert is the Canadian division of Heath

Benefits International, the largest independent

insurance broker in the world. Because Heath has

a significant amount of business other than

student plans, it does not generate significant

operating costs by offeting student plans.

As a result, Heath-Lambert is able to charge a

significantly lower rate of commission than the

other brokers offering student plans. Additionally,

because Heath-Lambert is the broker for plans
representing tens of millions of dollars in
premium, it is able to negotiate with an insurer

from a position of strength. As the largest broker

in the world, it is unlikely that an insurer would

refuse to sell plans to Heath.

Results of the Audits Conducted to Date

In general, the audits conducted by the Federation

demonstrated that the economies of scale realized

by using Heath-Lambert, combined with the not

for-profit nature of the Federation and Green

Shield, would result in significant cost savings for
the students' union that requested the audit. As a

result of this information, several member locals
are likely to leave their current broker and join the

Network in the coming months.

The National Executive intends to continue
providing plan audits to ensure that students'

unions are informed about the factors affecting

the cost of health plans and have the information

to determine whether it is being charged a fair
price for its plan.

In addition to providing a valuable service, it is
hoped that the health plan audits will lead to

students' unions drawing the conclusion that the

Federation is the health plan provider best able to

provide it with a high quality plan at an affordable

price.

Student Work Abroad
Program (SWAP)

The Student Work Abroad Program (SWAP)

provides students with an opportunity to take a

''working vacation" by giving them an opportunity

to live and work in another country. It also

welcomes several thousand students from abroad
into Canada each year. Through the International

Student Travel Confederation, the Federation

partners with organizations in other countries to

ensure that Canadian students traveling abroad are
able to find employment and accommodation. The

Federation provides similar assistance to students

who arrive in Canada.

SWAP is now in its 27th year and despite an overall
decline in tourism and travel, the number of

students participating in SWAP increased slightly

during the current year.

SWAPDESTINATIONS

United States of America

As a result of the events of September 11, there

has been a worldwide decline in the number of

students traveling to the United States. In some

countries, enrollment in working holiday

programmes based in the United States has
declined by 50%.

Somewhat surprisingly, the safetyconcerns that are

preventing many students from traveling to the United

Statesare less prevalent among Canadian students.

SWAPUSA has enjoyed modest growth in the current

year,with 625 students participatingin the currentyear,
compared to 580 in the previousy=

Britain!Australia!New Zealand

Britain, Australia and New Zealand provide

exceptionally flexible student work visas and as a

result are the three most popular destinations for
Canadian students seeking a working holiday.

SWAP, as the country's largest work exchange

program, accounts for between five and ten

percent of all Canadian students participating in

working holiday programmes in these countries.
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Although final numbers of SWAP participants are
not yet available for these destinations, it appears
that the programme's enrollment will be
approximately ten percent higher than the previous
year. The increase is likelyattributable to a general

trend where students ate seeking greater security

and opting to USe the services of a well-established
working holiday programme. as opposed to
pursuing such a holiday independently.

France

Germany

Enrollment for SWAP Germany has traditionally
been 10\v, The low enrollment is caused primarily

bya requirement of the German government that

students participating in the program demonstrate
a high degree of fluency in German.

Programmes

The Canadian department of Foreign Affairs and
International trade has recently approached the
German government about reducing the level of
German fluency required to obtain a work visa.
To-date, there has been no response from the
German government.

Japan

As a result of the loss of the Federation's SWAP
partner in Japan, enrollment in SWAP Japan has
declined by approximately 30%. Unfortunately,
without a partner in Japan to assist Canadian
students upon their arrival, the Federation is

unable to offer the same level of

service with SWAP Japan that
the Federation offers with its
other SWAP programmes.

INBOUND STUDENTS

In order to facilitate the arrival
of students from abroad arriving
in Canada for a working holiday,
the Federation currently has
permanent hosting facilities in
Toronto and Vancouver. The
Federation also operates a
summer-only facility in

Montreal. The National Executive considered
opening a second summer only facility in the
Calgary/Banff area, however it was felt that there
are not yet sufficient arrivals in Alberta to justify
the center.

The Federation is viewed as a highly attractive
partner for organisations wishing to establish a
reciprocal working holiday program 'With a
Canadian organisation. This is due, in part, to the
wide variety of services students receive upon
their arrival in Canada. In the coming year, the
National Executive has established a goal of
increasing contact 'With prospective employers in
order to make a student's search for a job a bit
easier.

Overall, SWAP continues to increase in popularity.
For the current year, the National Executive is
forecasting a total enrollment in SWAP of 6100
students from Canada and abroad, up from 5850
the previous year.
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STUDENT VOLUNTEER ABROAD
PROGRAM

\Vhile the opportunity to live in another country

appeals to many students, the jobs in which

students work in other countries are very similar to

the kinds of jobs in which students work in

Canada. In other words, most SWAP participants

ended up working clerical, restaurant or retail sales

jobs.

While these jobs satisfied most SWAP participants,

some had hoped for jobs that would be more

interesting or rewarding. In response to this

demand, the Federation created the Student

Volunteer Abroad Program.

Under this program. rather than pursue paid

employment, the Federation helped participants .

find interesting volunteer opportunities in other

countries. Unfortunately the programme was not

financially viable and was cancelled in the late

1990s.

Recently, the Federation received a number of

inquiries about the possibility of restoring the

Volunteer Abroad Program. While it was not

financially viable to resurrect the program in its

previous form. the Federation has partnered with

various non-governmental organisations to

provide students with volunteer opportunities in
ten countries.

To-date. no criteria have been established to screen

students who wish to participate in the Volunteer
Abroad Program.

Afghanistan

Participants will work with the Red Cross/Red

Crescent on infrastructure development projects

and aid disttibution.

Costa Rica

In co-operation with an environmental education

organisation and a community development

foundation, participants will live and work on an

organic farm and learn sustainable methods of

agriculture, receive Spanish instruction, assist in

community projects, and visit points of ecological
interest.

Dominican Republic

Participants will assist with the building of homes
in villages.

Guatemala

Participants will work in co-operation with
Farmers First Coffee to conduct the research for a

Canadian International Development Agency
proposal to assist a local community in becoming
an independent dryer and exporter of the coffee it
grows.

Nepal

Some participants will work in cooperation with
the World Wildlife Fund to help deal with waste
management and conservation issues resulting
from the impacts of tourism in the Khumbu,
while others will work in co-operation with the
Annapurna Conservation Project to develop
conservation initiatives for the region.

Nicaragua

In co-operation with a Canadian-Nicaraguan non
governmental organisation, participants will assist
with the construction of a school or a community
building in a barrio near Managua.

Peru

In co-operation with a Peruvian archaeological
team, participants will travel to the Chachapoyas in
northern Peru where they will map and survey the
newly discovered site Purunllacta.

South Africa

In co-operation with the community of Kola,
participants will conduct research and a needs
assessment in the village.

Tanzania

Participants will climb the Marunga Route (Mt.
Kilimanjaro) to evaluate the social and
environmental impacts of tourism along the
trail.

In the surrounding city of Arusha participants will
work in co-operation with representatives from
several local non-governmental and community

organisations to develop further project initiatives.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WORK
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS (IAWEP)

The International Association of Work Exchange

Programs (IAWEP) is the division 0 f the

International Student Travel Confederation

responsible for overseeing reciprocal working
holiday programs between members of the

International Student Travel Confederation. The

day-to-day affairs of IAWEP are governed by a
steering committee elected from among the

members of IAWEP.

The Federation's Student Work Abroad

Program Director, David Smith, was re
elected as chair of the steering

committee of IAWEP. Smith has

served as lA\llEP Chairperson since

it was founded in 1997. Smith also
serves on the Steering Committee

of the International Student

Travel Confederation.

2002-2003
Students' Union
Directory

For more than 20 years the Canadian

Federation of Students has published the Canadian

Students' Union Directory. 'The Directory includes

contact information for more than 250 students'

unions at Canada's colleges, institutes and

universities. The only publication of its kind in

Canada, the Directory serves as a valuable resource

for students' unions, and their affiliated campus

organisations, for women, Aboriginal students, and

students of colour.

In recent years, new sections have been added:

provincial Student Financial Assistance; contact

information for other campus organisations; and

student media outlets. These new sections, as well

as the increasing number of students' unions

submitting contact information, have increased the

number of pages, and thus, increased the cost of

the publication. In 1999-2000, the selling price of

the Directory was substantially reduced in an

effort to boost sales and the price has remained

Programmes

unchanged since that time. Although sales have

increased somewhat since 1999-2000, revenue

from sales does not even cover the printing

expenses.

During the past year, the National Executive spent

time examining the direct and indirect costs of the

Directory to the Federation. Like other Federation

programmes, the Directory is produced on the

premise that member locals will participate

fully in order to maintain and

strengthen its viability.

Unfortunately,

many large

member locals,

who should be

purchasing

Directories for their

offices, campus

resource centres, and

student media outlets,

repeatedly purchase one,

two, or even no copies.

This apparent disinterest

towards the Directory by

some member locals has

forced the National Executive to

re-examine the price scale.

Currently. the cost for a single

Directory is:

Member Locals-$15.00

Non-Member Students' Union-$25.00

Government Agencies & Businesses-$50.00

As an incentive for members to buy multiple

copies of the Directory, the National Executive

has discussed changing the scale for member locals

to the following:

$25.00 for one Directory

$20.00 each for two Directories

$15.00 each for three Directories

$10.00 each for four or more

Any price change would not occur until the 2002

2003 academic year.

It should be noted that some member locals have

demonstrated considerable support for the
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Directory this past year. Local 5, Capilano

Students' Union purchased twenty-two (22)

Directorieslastyearfor their office and for
distribution to on-campus groups. Other member

locals haveincreased the number of Directories
purchased and have found it to be very useful for

campus resource centres, and fostering closer

workingrelationships with coalition partners.

The November 2001 national general meeting

resolved to include terms of office for students'

union directors. The NationalExecutivewillbe
compiling this information in the comingweeks,
for inclusion in the 2002-2003 Directory.

In addition, The 2002-2003 Canadian Students'

Union Directorymayinclude a new section with

contact information for services that students'

unions use most frequently, such as office supply
retailers, and government departments. It is hoped

that the additional section will increase the utility

and broadenthe scope of the Directory.
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TRAVEL CUTS

Canadian Universities Travel Service Board
Composition

The current membership of the Travel CUTS Board is as follows:

At-Large Member

At-Large Member

National Executive Representative

National Executive Representative

National Executive Representative

Staff Representative

Staff Representative

Travel CUTS President (non-voting)

Financial Issues

2001-2002 FISCAL YEAR

Elizabetb Carlyle

Joey Hansen

Jen Antbony

Ian Boyko

Jess Turk-Browne

Robert Keddy

Monica l\1lller

J. Rodney Hurd

Although the company initially experienced a dramatic drop in sales after the events
of September 11, 2001, sales are slowly returning to their former levels. However,
tbe company is still expecting gross sales for 2001-2002 to be approximately $40
million lower than in the previous year. As reported in October, the company
initiated a series of cost-cutting measures in order to minimise any loss the
company might experience as a result of the decline in sales. As a result of these
cost cutting measures, the Board is guardedly optimistic that the company will
generate sufficient revenue to cover its expenses during the current year.

OPERATIONAL ISSUES

UPDATE ON CANADIAN OFFICES

Although the events of September 11 dramatically affected the company's sales
during the current fiscal year, the CUTS Board is hopeful that the decline in sales
will be short-lived and that sales should return to their normal level during the
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coming fiscal year. Therefore, the Board intends to
proceed with its plans to open eight to ten offices
per yearduringthe next five years.

UPDATE ON UNITED STATES OFFICES

During the 2000-2001 year, the company's
operations in the United States of America
generateda smallprofit for the first time.
Unfortunately; the events of September 11 have
meant that the US operations will likely sustain a
significant loss in the current fiscalyear.

UPDATE ON UNITED KINGDOM OFFICES

For the lastseveral years highrents at the company's
Regent Street office, the largest office in the UK,
have resulted in the company's UK operations losing
a smallamountof money eachyear. However,in the
last twenty-four months, there has been a significant
decline, industry-wide, in salesin the United
Kingdom. This has exacerbated the financial
difficulties of UK operations. The CUTS Board is
currently reviewing options to mitigate the losses in
the United Kingdom.

UPDATE ON STUDENT TRAVEL
INDUSTRY

Since the events of September 11, two of the
world's five largest student travel bureau's have
ceased operation and left a substantial amount of
debt. Because these organisations are among the
largest members of the International Student
TravelConfederation, theirstruggleswill have an
impact on the long-term viability of the Student
Class Airfaresprovided by the remainingmembers
of the Confederation. The Travel CUTS Board
and the National Executive continue to monitor
the impact of these bankruptcies. The following is
a brief overview of the collapse of these ISTC
members.

NBBS TRAVEL

NBBS Travelwas a student travel bureaubased in
the Netherlands and was the oldest student travel
bureauin the world. It had over 100 outlets, gross
sales of more than $200 million (US) and was the
second largest travelagency in the Netherlands. In
terms of gross sales NBBS was the fourth largest

member of the International StudentTravel
Confederation. For the last severalyears, NBBS
Travelhad been attempting to reposition itself
from being a travel bureau focused solely on the
needs of students to one serving the general
public. Part of this transformation included
placing NBBS locations in most of the countries
post offices and hospitals. The process of
transformingitself was proving quite expensive
and NEBS Travelsustained substantial losses in
the previous few years.

While NBBS Travel was prepared to sustain the
losses associated with its transformation,it did
not anticipate the world-wide drop in travel sales
that occurred after the events of September 11,
2001. Given that NBBS already had poor cash
flow as a result of restructuring, the decline in
sales resulted in NEBS collapsing in
approximately $10 million (US) in debt.

USITWORLD

Originally started hy the Union of Students of
Ireland,but later sold to privateinvestors, USIT
Worldand the various subsidiaries that comprise
it, was the second largeststudent travelbureauin
the world. USIT had annual sales of
approximately $600 million (US) and retail offices
or affiliates in more than twenty countries. In an
effort to expand its operations, on September 1
USIT acquired Council Travel, the student travel
bureau based in the United States of America.
With annual sales of $200 million (US) it appeared
that acquiring Council Travelwould provide a
significant boost to the operations of USIT.
Unfortunately, shortly after it acquiredCouncil,
USIT learned that Council Travel was more than
$15 miIIion (US) in debt. Further, for several years
the travel industry in the United Kingdom (where
the majority of USIT retail offices were located)
had experienced a significantdownturn in sales.

After September 11, the travel industry in the
United States was more severelyaffected than the
travelindustry in any other country. CouncilTravel
sales dropped dramatically and as a result, the
company was unable to generate sufficient revenue
to cover its expenses. Because USIT was already
undercapitalised and had recently spent
approximately $20 million (US) to acquire Council,
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the collapse of Council led to the collapse of the

rest of USIT World. Although final work is still

ongoing, it is likely that upon its collapse, USIT

was nearly $100 million in deht.

The collapse of USIT is worrisome because it will
result in STA Travel, the world's largest student

travel bureau, being more than twice the size of its
nearest competitor. STAis currently engaged in an

aggressive global expansion campaign. The

National Executive and the Travel CUTS Board

ate monitoring the growth of STA Travel and its
impact on both Travel CUTS and the International

Student Travel Confederation.

The following is an update on the fate of the
various USIT Subsidiaries:

Council Travel (USA)

The majority of the assets of Council Travel were

purchased on March 27 through the bankruptcy

auction process.

USIT BEYOND (New Zealand)

USIT Beyond has ceased trading and its assets

have been purchased by Student Uni Travel of

Australia (STA).

USIT BRITAIN LTD

USIT Britain has ceased trading. Its assets are in

the process of being liquidated.

USIT COLOURS (Bulgaria)

USIT Colours is continuing to conduct business,

but is in the process of being sold.

USIT CONNECT(France)

USlT CONNECT was sold to Boomerang Travel
of France.

USIT Espana and USIT UNLIMITED (Spain)

USlT Espana and USIT UNLIMITED (Spain)
have ceased trading. However, there has been no
official announcement of their closure.

USIT ETOS (Greece)

USIT Eros has ceased trailing. However, there has
been no official announcement of its closure.

Travel CUTS

USIT LTD (Northern Ireland)

In February 2002, USIT Ltd (Northern Ireland)
was put into receivership.

USIT SIN L1MITES (Costa Rica)

USIT SIN LIMITES has ceased trading. However,
there has been no official announcement of its
closure.

USIT Studentreisen (Germany)

USIT Studentreisen has ceased trailing. However,
there has been no official announcement of its
closure.

USIT TAGUS (Portugal)

USIT Tagus is continuing to do business) but is in
the process of being sold.

USIT WORLD, USIT WORLD.com, and USIT
NOW (Ireland)

These entities continue to trade, operating under

the legal protection of a court-appointed
examiner. Irish subsidiaries of USIT Ireland Ltd

(including those in Northern Ireland) are not in
examinership and continue to trade.
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INTERNAL AFFAIRS

National Executive

CURRENT COMPOSITION

The National Executive is responsible for overseeing the day-to-day operations of

tile Federation. The following are the current members of the Federation's

National Executive:

AboriginalStudents'Representative

AlbertaRepresentative
BritishColumbiaRepresentative

Francophone Students' Representative

Graduate Students' Representative

Manitoba Representative

National Chairperson

National Deputy Chairperson

National Treasurer
Newfoundland and Labrador Representative

Nova Scotia Representative

Ontario Representative
Prince Edward IslandRepresentative

Quebec Representative

Saskatchewan Representative

Students of Colour Representative

Women's Representative

2002-2003 TERM

Anthony Nelson

Monique Tuffs

Anita Zaenker

Corina Crawley
Katharine Charlton

Mike Tutthill

Ian Boyko

JenAnthony

Jess Turk-Browne

Keith Dunne

Mlke MacSween

Rick Telfer

Nick Gaudet

Geneva Guerin

Vacant

Rob Mealey

Jaime Matten

Most positions on the National Executive have been elected for the upcoming year.

At the fall 2001 national general meeting, Ian Boyko (Local 48) was re-elected as
National Chairperson and Jess Turk-Browne (Local 78) was re-elected National
Treasurer for the 2002-2003 term. Current Ontario Treasurer for the Federation

James Pratt (Local 1) was elected as National Deputy Chairperson for the
upcoming year.

Current BC Chairperson Summer McFadyen (Local 44) has been elected as the
British Columbia Representative for 2002-2003. Margaret Carlyle (Local 8) has
been elected as the Manitoba Representative. Rick Telfer (Local 47) will remain as

the Ontario Representative. Caroline Kim (Local 79) has been elected to serve as
the Quebec representative. Donald Andrews (Local 95) has been elected as Nova

Scotia Representative. Keith Dunne (Local 35) has been re-elected as the
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Newfoundland and Labrador Representative.

Anthony Nelson (Local 75) will remain as the

Aboriginal Students' Representative.

At this meeting, the seven remaining positions on

the National Executive will be filled. Those

positions are Alberta Representative, Prince

Edward Island Representative, Saskatchewan

Representative, Students of Colour Representative,
Francophone Students' Representative, Graduate

Students' Representative and Women's

Representative.

National General Meetings

FALL 2002 NATIONAL GENERAL MEETING

The fall 2002 national general meeting will be held

from Wednesday, November 20 to Saturday,

November 23, in Ottawa. Provincial component

meetings are likely to be scheduled by some

provincial components on the day prior.

MAY 2003 NATIONAL GENERAL MEETING

Some member locals have expressed concern

about rhe scheduling of this meeting. Wirh the

executives and councils of most member locals

turning over on May 1, it has been noted that

attending a national meeting so soon after the

transition poses a difficulty. In light of this
concern, the National Executive has scheduled the

May 2003 national general meeting for May 21-24,

2003.

FUTURE NATIONAL GENERAL MEETING
SITE

The November 1998 national general meeting
resolved that the Federation's general meetings

would cease to rotate around the country and

would be held in the greater Ottawa-Hull region.

Since that.time the majority of general meetings

have been held at the Best Western HotelJacques

Cartier in Gatineau. Until recently, the site has met
the Federation's space requirements. However, in

the previous two years, the number of delegates

attending national general meetings has increased

substantially and, as a result, meeting space that

was adequate for 125 delegates is no longer
suitable.

The National Executive is aware of the space

limitations and is currently investigating other

meeting sites. It is certain, however, that a different

meeting site would be more expensive than the
current site.

Federation Staffing
A few changes to the composition of the

Federation's staff complement have occurred

during the past six months.

In March, Allison North resigned her position as
the Newfoundland and Labrador Organiser for the

Federation. The position will be posted within the

next few weeks and the National Executive hopes

to have the position filled within the next month.

The November 2001 national general meeting

resolved that negotiations be entered into with the

Canadian Union of Public Employees-Local 1281

to amend the job description of the second

researcher position in the Federation's national

staff complement to include a focus on provincial

issues. Upon completion of the negotiations, the

position was posted. The National Executive plans

to have the position filled within the next few

weeks.

Legal Affairs
In 1980, in an effort to unify rhe country's srudent

movement, the two national student organisations

in Canada - the National Union of Students

(NUS) and rhe Association of Srudenr Councils

(AOSC) - vored to amalgamate by creating a new,

single organisation to replace themselves. It was

agreed that the new organisation - the Canadian

Federation of Srudents (-Services) - would initially

operate in tandem with the pre-existing

organisations, but that over time all activities,

responsibilities, assets and liabilities would be

transferred to the Federation, where upon NUS

and AOSC would be wound down. Among the

assets and liabilities of the Association of Student

Councils was its six year old student travel agency,

Travel CUTS.

On October 31,1997 the University of Western

Ontario University Students' Council, which had
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been a member of tbe AOSC, filed suit againsr the
Federation, Travel CUTS and AOSC claiming that
the rransfer of Travel CUTS from the AOSC ro
the Canadian Federation of Students-Services had
not been done properly.

In December 1998 and January of 1999,
examinations for discovery, a process in which
each party produces a representative to field

questions from the other party, were conducted by
both the Federation and the UniversityStudents'
Council.

Following the examinations for discovery, the
University Students' Council approached a number

of students'unions aboutparticipating in the
lawsuit. Although most students'unions declined
the offer, three students' unions, the University of

Alberta Students' Union, Queen's University Alma

Mater Society and the University of British
ColumbiaAlma MaterSociety, opted to join the
lawsuit. A set of examinations for discovery of the
additional plaintiffs was conducted in Fall 2001.
Further examinations for discoverywillbe held
later rbis spring. The trial will likelybe held some
rime in Spring 2003.

The National Executive and the Federation's legal
counsel have a greatdeal of confidence in the
Federation's case.
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Budget Management
From a budget management standpoint, the past six months have been a

particularly challenging time for the National Executive.

The Federation relies on three main sources of revenue: membership fees,

International Student Identity Card sales and Travel CUTS referral fee revenue. For

the past few years, the Federation had been operating with an annual budget of just

over two million dollars. The original hudget for the 2001-2002 fiscal year (July 1,

2001 to June 30, 2002), adopted at the May 2001 national general meering,

anticipated revenue of $2.14 million for the year. Unfortunately, the events in the

United States of America on September 11 had a severe impact on the travel

industry. Travel CUTS' loss of business in the days following the events were

significant.

Immediately prior to the November 2001 national general meeting, representatives

of the Federation and the senior management of Travel CUTS met and concluded

that the Federation should reduce its net revenue projections for the year by close

to $500,000. At the general meeting, the Budget Committee undertook the difficult

exercise of cutting projected spending to match the reduced revenue. It has been

the responsibility of the National Executive during the past six months to ensure

the new, reduced spending targets are achieved, while ensuring the least possible

disruption in Federation activities.

MEMBERSHIP FEES COLLECTION

Collection of 2001-2002 membership fee revenue is proceeding well. At this point

$1,276)229.19 in membership fees has been collected - roughly 82% of the amount

budgeted for the year. Virtually all fees collected to date have met or exceeded

projection. The National Executive is anticipating that the final membership fee

revenue for the year will exceed projection by a small margin.

PROGRAMME AND TRAVEL CUTS REVENUE

ISIC Revenue

As part of amendments to the 2001-2002 hudget, adopted at the previous general

meeting in the wake of the events of September 11) projected gross revenue from

the sale of International Student Identity Cards (ISIC) was reduced hy $100,000.

With two months to go in the current fiscal year, it appears that ISIC revenue will

at least meet and will likely exceed slightly the revised projection.
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National Student Health Network

The National Student Health Network is intended

to operate on a break-even basis, though the

programme has sustained some losses in recent

yeats. The 2001-2002 budget projected a small net

surplus of approximately $29,000; however, the

budget for the programme does not account for

indirect costs that would likely offset the surplus.

The National Executive is anticipating that both

expenses and revenue for the programme will be

slightly lower than projected, but that net revenue

will not deviate significantly from the budget

projection.

Revenue from Travel CUTS

The revised budget projected referral fee revenue

from Travel CUTS of $850,000, considerably less

than the more than $1.15 million earned the

previous year. Based on Travel CUTS sales to

March 31, the National Executive is hopeful that

the actual referral fee revenue will be closer to $1

million. In its budget, the Federation committed to

investIng $850,000 in the company, through the

purchase of additional shares.

EXPENDITURES

At this point, spending in most areas has not
exceeded the revised targets set by the previous

general meeting. The one area in which the

Federation may incur a significant cost overrun is

travel for this meeting. In the months since the

revised budget was adopted, there have been

significant increases in the rates charged by the one

major domestic airlines in Canada. At the same

time, the number of available student fare tickets

has been reduced, forcing the Federation to book

considerably more travel on more expensive,

regular economy tickets. In addition, the budget

did not anticipate the federal government's money

grab - the airline security tax on all tickets.

Audit

The National Executive was hoping to have the

audited statements for the 2001 fiscal year ready

for adoption at this meeting. Unfortunately, a

variety of factors have led to delays in the audit

process. The National Executive is hopeful that

the audit process will be complete in June so that

the statements are available at the July 2002

National Executive meeting.

2002-2003 Budget

The draft 2002-2003 budget projects few

significant changes from the current year's budget,

as revised in November 2001. On the revenue

side, small increases in membership fee and Travel

CUTS referral fee revenue are projected. On the

expense side, the National Executive is proposing

a spending plan that is consistent with 2001-2002

spending. One area in which the National

Executive is proposing higher spending is

Membership Drives and Referenda, as several new

prospective members are expected to conduct

Federation membership referenda.

Membership Fee Issues

FEE ADJUSTMENTS FOR CONSUMER PRICE
INDEX CHANGE

When the Federation was founded in 1981, the

national membership fee was set at $2.00 per

student per semester. At the May national general

meeting held ten years ago, the Federation's

member locals voted to increase the fee from

$2.00 to $3.00.

At the sarne time, a bylaw was adopted stipulatIng

that, startIng in 1996, the fee would be adjusted

each academic year by the rate of change in the

Canadian Consumer Price Index during the

previous calendar year.

The adjustment for inflation is calculated in late

January when the previous year's Consumer Price

Index (CPI) is announced by Statistics Canada.

Notice is sent to member locals immediately

thereafter.

The following table shows the adjustments that

have been made to the national membership fee

since the annual adjustments commenced in 1996,

including the adjustment for the coming year:
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Finances

This amount is expected to grow to more than

$350,000 by the end of this year.

uncollected membership fees owed by the York

Federation of Students over the past seven years is

significant:

The Nationa! Executive has engaged in lengthy

discussions concerning measures that might be

taken to ensure the proper membership fee is

collected, but no solution has yet been reached.

Adjustments made to national
membership fee since 1996

Federation Fiscal Adjusted
Year Fee
1995· 1996 $3.00
1996 - 1997 $3.06
1997-1998 $3.12
1998-1999 $3.16
1999-2000 $3.20
2000- 2001 $3.28
2001 - 2002 $3.38
2002- 2003 $3.42

As tile table illustrates, the Federation's national

membership fee for the 2002-2003academic year
is $3.42per student per semester.

Each year, tile National Executive is faced with the

challenge of trying to ensure that all member

locals arrange with their respective institutions for

implementation of the adjustment prior to the

commencement of fee collection for the new

academic year.

In the first few yeats after the adoption of the CPI

adjustment, the success rate was quite low;

However, with each passing year more and more

locals make the adjustment as a matter of course,

with less prodding by the Federation.

It is the National Executive's understanding that

the correct, adjusted fee is being collected by the

vast majority of member locals.

COLLEGION OF THE PROPER BASE
MEMBERSHIP FEE

When the national membership fee was increased

from $2.00 per student per semester to $3.00 in
1992) member locals were expected to implement

the increase within two years.

Many member locals were able to do so; many

others took three or four yeats. A few did not

implement the change until the end of the 1990's.

Today, only one member local- the York

Federation of Students - is collecting only the

original$2.00 membership fee.

As the following chart illustrates, the amount of

Academic
Year
1994-1995
1995-1996
1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
Total

Fees
Owed

121,848.09
119,688.38
124,273.12
128,671.87
131,409.37
135,321.52
142,332.37
903,544.72

Fees
Remitted

121,848.09
79,792.25
81,224.26
82,481.97
83,170.49
84,575.95
86,788.03

619,881.04

Balance
Owed

0.00
39,896.13
82,944.98

129,134.89
177,373.77
228,119.34
283,663.68
283,663.68
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APPENDIX I

MEETINGS WITH AND SUBMISSIONS TO
GOVERNMENT

MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

SUBMISSION:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

WallyHill, Edulinx Director of Corporate
Communications & Brand Management
November 26, 2001
Edulinx service delivery

MinisterResponsiblefor Multiculturalism
November 30 to December 1, 2001
Student and youth focused anti-racism strategy

Council of Ministers of Education - Canada (CMEC)
December 4, 2001
Education research media release

Department of Finance
December 10,2001
2001 Federal Budget

Edulinx Service Advisory Council
February 8, 2002
Edulinx service delivery

National Advisory Group on Student Financial
Assistance
February 14, 2002
Communications working group conference call

Letter to MinisterJane Stewart
February 25, 2002
Innovation and skills agenda

David Cogliati, Director General of Canada Student
Loans Program (CSLP)
February 27, 2002
Canada StudentLoansProgram

Canadian Policy Research Networks/Millennium
Scholarship Foundation
April 5-6, 2002
Student debt, student financial assistance

Peter Adams, JYfP
April 8, 2002
Debt Reductionin Repayment
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MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lVlEETING:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEETING:

DATE:
SUBJECTS:

NationalAdvisory Groupon StudentFinancial
Assistance
April 22, 2002
Part-time Canada Student Loans, convention refugees,
harmonisation

Fair Vote Canada - Renewing Democracy
April 25-26, 2002
Proportional representation, electoral reform

Council of :Ministers of Education- Canada
April30-May 1,2002
eLearning

Don Stephenson, Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade
May 6, 2002
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
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APPENDIX II

MEDIA RELEASES, ADVISORIES, AND
INTERVIEWS

The following is a list of all interviews coordinated by the National Office since the last
national general meeting. For the purposes of this report, media includes television,
radio. and printmedia.

(
<;

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

National Post
November 26, 2001
2001 Federal Budget

Charlatan - CarletonUniversity
November 26, 2001
2001 Federal Budget

Student Debt Ignored in Finance Committee Report
November 27, 2001

CBC Radio
November 27, 2001
Post-secondary education funding

Martlett - University of Victoria
November 28, 2001
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Vancouver Province

November 29, 2001
David Noble appointment to Woodsworth Chair

CBC Radio
November 29, 2001
CSLP needs-assessment

Canadian UniversityPress
November 29, 2001
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Halifax Cbronicle-Herald
December 2, 2001
Millennium Scholarship Foundation

Gauntlet - University of Calgary
December 3, 2001
Report of tile Standing Committee on Finance
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lYlEDlA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDlA ADVISORY:
DATE:

lYlEDlA RELEASE:

DATE:

lYlEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDlA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDlA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDIA ADVISORY:
DATE:

lYlEDIA RELEASE:

DATE:

lYlEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDIAOUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

lYlEDIAOUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

WinnipegFreePress
December 5, 2001
Canadian Association of the World Petroleum
Congress' donation to the Millennium Scholarship
Foundation

Students' Perspective on Statistics Canada Report
December 6, 2001

Low Income Families Excluded from Universities:
Report
December 7, 2001

Reuters
December 7, 2001
Statistics Canada report on family income and
participation in post-secondary education

National Post
December 7, 2001
Statistics Canada report on family income and
participation in post-secondary education

Globe and Mail
December 7, 2001
Statistics Canada report on family income and
participation in post-secondary education

Hamilton Spectator
December 7, 2001
Statistics Canada report on family income and
participation in post-secondary education

Kitchener Newstalk Radio
December 7, 2001
Statistics Canada report on family income and
participation in post-secondary education

Student Comment on Federal Budget
December 9, 2001

Federal Budget Misses Mark: Education left out of
economic stimulus measures
December 10, 2001

Ottawa Citizen
December 10, 2001
2001 Federal Budget

Red Deer Advocate
December 10, 2001
2001 Federal Budget

Varsity - University of Toronto
December 10, 2001
2001 Federal Budget
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MEDIA OUTLET: Hamilton Spectator

DATE: December io, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Global TV
DATE: December io, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Southam
DATE: December io, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: CBC Radio Toronto
DATE: December to, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Canadian Press
DATE: December la, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Canadian University Press
DATE: December io, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: CIOI FM, 101.5 - Mohawk College
DATE: December 13, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Pioneer - Loyalist College
DATE: December 13, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Xcalihur - York University
DATE: December 17, 2001
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Gauntlet - University of Calgary
DATE: January 7, 2002
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: McGill Daily - McGill University
DATE: January 8, 2002
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Capital News - Carleton University
DATE: January 9, 2002
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: The Manitoban
DATE: January 9, 2002
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget

MEDIA OUTLET: Brock Press - Brock University

( DATE: January 10,2002
SUBJECTS: 2001 Federal Budget
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MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:

DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:

DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:

CBC Radio - Ontario Today
January 10, 2002
Tuition fee deregulation

Varsity - University of Toronto
January 14, 2002
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Challenge

Muse - Memorial University of Newfoundland
January 14, 2002
Millennium Scholarship Foundation

Charlatan - Carleton University
January 14, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Capital News - Carleton University
January 14, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

New Industry Minister Must Equalize Research
Funding: Students
January 15, 2002

Montreal Gazette
January 15, 2002
Quebec Minister's comments regarding the tuition fee
freeze

Ottawa Citizen
January 15, 2002
Algonquin College students' sue Admin. over failure to
meet expections for employment opportunities

Realm Magazine
January 16, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Muse - MemorialUniversityof Newfoundland
January 21, 2002
Federal Cabinet shuffle

CBC TV Calgary
January 22, 2002
Provincial fundingfor post-secondaryeducation

Students Dispute Research Findings: Millennium
Foundation drawsmisleadingconclusions
January 23, 2002

Canadian Press
January 23, 2002
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Toronto Star
January 24,2002
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SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:
MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA ADVISORY:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

Appendix II

Deregulation of tuition fees

New OR TV - Ottawa
January 24, 2002
Deregulation of tuition fees

Charlatan - Carleton University
January 28, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Brock Press - Brock University

February 3, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Ontarian - Guelph University
February 4, 2002
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Students declare February 6 day of action
February 4, 2002

Halifax Chronicle
February 4, 2002
Double Cohort in Ontario

Gauntlet - University of Calgary
February 4, 2002
M.illenium Scholarship Foundation

CKLN 88.1FM-Ryerson University
February 4, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Fulcrum - University of Ottawa
February 5, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Pioneer - Loyalist College
February 5, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Raymond Yao, Sing Tao
February 5, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

C101.5FM - Mobawk College
February 5, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

CBC.ca
February 6, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Fulcrum - University of Ottawa

February 6, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action
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MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:

DATE:

MEDIA RELEASE:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

New RO TV - Ottawa
February 6, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

CBC radio . Toronto
February 7, 2002
Universityof Toronto PresidentRobertBurgeneau's
needs-based assistance plan

Gazette - University of Western Ontario
February 7, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Canadian University Press
February 7, 2002
NDP leader Alexa McDonough's comments in the
House of Commons regarding student debt

Michael Valpy- Globe and Mail
February 7, 2002
University of Toronto President Robert Burgeneau's
needs-based assistance plan

Canadian University Press
February 11, 2002
Effectiveness of protests

Ontarion - Guelph Uuiversity
February 11, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Students Outtaged By Tuition Fee Deregulation
Announcement in Be
February 12, 2002

Mixed Messages From Innovation Strategy
February 12, 2002

Charlatan - Carleton University
February 12, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Canadian University Press
February 16, 2002
General Agreement on Trade in Services

Ryersonian - Ryerson University
February 16, 2002
Tuition Fees/Day of Action

Canadian University Press
February 18, 2002
Innovation Strategy

Canadian Press
February 19, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment
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MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA RELEASE:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:
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Ottawa Citizen
February 19, 2002
Ancillary Fees

Muse - Memorial University of Newfoundland
February 19, 2002
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Carillon - University of Regina
February, 20, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

Trudeau Foundation Misguided Say Students
February 20, 2002

Ontarion - University of Guelph
February 25, 2002
Millennium Scholarship Foundation's research

Eye Magazine
February 26, 2002
Trudeau Foundation

Gauntlet - University of Calgary
February 26, 2002
Trudeau Foundation

Charlatan - Carleton University
February 28, 2002
Trudeau Foundation

Gazette - University of Western Ontario
March 5, 2002
Trudeau Foundation

Debt Reduction Program is a Hoax: Students
March 6, 2002

Varsity - University of Toronto
March 6, 2002
Indirect costs of research

CKWXNews 1130AM
March 7, 2002
Debt reductionandrepayment

New OR TV - Ottawa
March 8, 2002
McLean's University Rankings

Muse - Memorial University of Newfoundland
March 8, 2002
Canadian Federation of Students

Guelph Mercury
March 8, 2002
Canada StudentLoans Program
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MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA ADVISORY:
DATE:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

MEDIA OUTLET:
DATE:
SUBJECTS:

Ontarion- University of Guelph
March 11, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

Times Higher Education Supplement
March 11, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

Independent - University of Toronto
March 13, 2002
Trudeau Foundation

McGill Daily - McGill University
March 13, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

The Ectetera - Humber College
March 15, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

Moncton Times and Transcript
March 21, 2002
Tuition Fees and student debt

Edmonton Journal
April 2, 2002
Student debt

Canadian University Press
April 9, 2002
Tax credits and tax exemptions for students

The Long Haul
April 11, 2002
Debt Reduction in Repayment

National Post
April 22, 2002
Dedesignation in Newfoundland

CBC TV - Toronto
April 25, 2002
Federal funding and Millennium Scholarships

StudentComment on MP's Tax CreditMotion
May 1, 2002

New Brunswick Telegraph-Journal
May 1, 2002
MP PaulHerron's private member's motion

National Post
May 6, 2002
Two-tierfacultyrecruitment
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